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Executive summary

The thesis finds evidence supporting that the Basel II benchmark model pro-
vides poor estimates of the market risk VaR - both over a 10 days, as well
as a one day horizon. This is particularly due to the homoskedastic σ esti-
mates provided by this model, but also because the model assumes returns
to be Gaussian and thereby independently and identically distributed. Evi-
dence further suggests that it is näıve to assume that one model sufficiently
describes the risk in a market which at times seems fairly stable, while at
others becomes quite volatile.

Analysis of the historical returns show that when divided into a nor-
mal and an extreme market, the empirical distribution of both return series
has higher kurtosis than assumed by the Gaussian distribution. However,
only the extreme market seems negatively skewed. Because of this asymme-
try, each side of the distribution of the extreme market should be estimated
individually. For this reason and because of other differences in market char-
acteristics, two individual models are proposed.

For the normal market a GARCH(1,1) model is proposed. The advantage
of such a model is its ability to incorporate historical error terms in order to
deliver heteroskedastic volatility estimates. Because of the prevailing auto-
correlation, such a model seems particularly efficient.

In order to give accurate VaR estimate in an extreme market setting,
a conditional peaks-over-threshold model building on extreme value theory
is proposed. This model combines standard POT modelling with GARCH
modelling in order to deliver heteroskedastic volatility estimates. The ad-
vantage of applying such a model is its ability to give accurate estimates
of the individual tails, and thereby conditional volatility estimates, when
observations are unevenly distributed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter is meant to give readers an introduction to the subject pre-
sented to them. We would like to give the reader insight into the reflections
done in the process of writing this thesis. In section 1.1 we start by motivat-
ing the reader to the subject of risk modelling by explaining why we choose
this specific topic. Hereafter, in section 1.2 we will clarify and elaborate on
the specific problem which this thesis is trying to solve. Afterwards, we will
delimit the topic and explain the structure upon which the thesis is written.
This is done in sections 1.3 and 1.4 respectively. We end this chapter with
some comments regarding the dataset.

Every chapter in this thesis will begin with an introduction of what is
going to be presented to the reader as well as a short summary of our findings.
This is both to motivate and to introduce the reader to the subject in the
most appropriate way.

1.1 Motivation

During the financial crisis, the Value-at-Risk (VaR) measures within the
financial sector rose dramatically, as a direct consequence of the general in-
crease in volatility in more or less every financial market. This meant that a
considerable number of large investment houses had to close down and that
those left in the aftermath had to brace themselves for the hard times to
come.

In a survey from April 2009 it is shown by [6], that a stunningly large
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number of companies not only experienced a sharp increase in the level of
VaR, but also in the number of losses exceeding VaR. What is worth noting
here is that the number of violations were not in line with the confidence
level used in estimating VaR. In other words, the risk management units of
these companies failed to model the actual risk of the companies.

[6] writes in the survey that: ”The UK Financial Services Authority
(FSA) has stated both the low number of exceptions reported before the start
of the crisis and the high numbers reported since 2007 are symptomatic of
poor VaR modeling”.

This statement by FSA clearly shows that a large number of VaR models
do not reflect the true market risk - or as FSA says - under-estimate risk
when volatility is high and over-estimate risk in low volatility periods.

At least two arguments can be raised for why financial institutions should
be able to understand and estimate risks correctly. Firstly, we have in recent
years seen a sharp increase in the use of financial derivatives. These were
for most part believed to stabilize the economy, making systematic break-
downs less likely. [4] quotes Alan Greenspan for saying: ”These increasingly
complex financial instruments (derivatives) have especially contributed (...)
to the development of a far more flexible, efficient, and resilient financial
system than existed just a quarter-century ago.” Even though these struc-
tured products were but part of the reason for the financial crisis, this quote
shows that what could appear as a way of lowering risk, might actually be a
misunderstanding of the complexity of risk estimation altogether.

Secondly, following Miller & Modigliani, we know that in a world without
taxes and bankruptcy costs, and with perfect information etc., the financial
structure of a given company is irrelevant. Following this logic and given we
live in a world where these ’inconveniences’ do exist, risk management must
and will increase firm value by lowering the risk and thereby the expected
costs of bankruptcy.

In other words, it can easily be shown that risk management has a posi-
tive effect for the companies’ individual stakeholders as well as for society as
a whole, if understood correctly.

The starting point of our thesis is that VaR, according to FSA, has failed
to give a good estimate of the true VaR and as [7] puts it: ”When the financial
system fails, everyone suffers.” Therefore, by having better risk management
tools at their disposal, investment banks as well as pension funds etc. can
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better allocate their capital which enables them to optimize their general
performance. This will not only benefit the given company but also the
stakeholders in the broadest sense.

Because of this we raise the following questions:

• Do standard VaR models perform poorly in general?

• If yes, what is the reason for this poor performance?

• Is it possible to give better VaR estimates by using more advanced
modelling techniques?

With regard to the second point it becomes relevant to discuss the use
of VaR in a turbulent market as for instance during the financial crisis, the
IT bubble and episodes like the Black Monday of 1987. [14] writes that VaR
estimates the risk under normal market conditions. If this is the case [14]
indirectly suggests that a second model is needed in the case of ’non-normal’
markets.

1.2 Problem

In our thesis we will describe and elaborate upon different theoretical risk
models. Using our data set1, we will test these models and by doing this we
will be able to show the potential shortcomings of each type of modelling
technique. Knowing these potential problems, we will be able to adjust the
models in a way so that they will better fit empirical data and thereby give
more accurate estimates of the market risk exposure.

Over time we will see periods with pronounced volatility persistency. Be-
cause of this it is possible to distinguish between two market settings: one
under normal market conditions and one under extreme market conditions
i.e. non-normal market conditions. This raises the question if there is a
pronounced difference between modelling these two states. If this is the case
then we need to find the best fit model given the market setting.

1See section 1.5
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Summing up this thesis answers the question:

What is the optimal choice of VaR models to estimate market risk under
both normal and extreme market conditions?

To be able to answer this question we will test different risk models and
describe their assumptions, advantages and disadvantages.

By applying this methodology we believe to be able to present a set of
models, which are both intuitive and above all give a true general view of
the risk profile under each of the two market conditions.

In order to answer our main problem, we will throughout this thesis seek
to answer the following questions:

• What can be assumed as a standard VaR model?

• What are the market characteristics of the normal and the extreme
market?

• Is there a difference in the performance of risk models whether we are
under normal or extreme market conditions?

• Which type of model do best estimate risk under normal/extreme mar-
ket conditions?

• Which tools are available in order to get an idea of which model to use
at different points in time?

In the academic world and in practice, much emphasis is laid upon models
assuming Gaussian distributions. We shall also see why this can be trouble-
some and how this can be circumvented in order to give more realistic risk
models in practice. Further more, we will show that even though it is not
possible to predict the future market movements, there are tools available,
which make it possible to make qualified guesses about which model to apply.

1.3 Demarcation

We are interested in developing a set of models, which effectively estimate
the future VaR in different markets. Because of this, the primary focus is
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not how to model changes in correlation, interest rates or exchange rates and
their impact on the VaR. Instead, we are interested in the overall volatility of
returns and the impact, which adverse market movements has on the portfolio
value and the underlying models ability to estimate the risk exposure given
the empirical distribution of returns.

We are aware that these can and will continuously impact portfolio values
and that they therefore are important to take into consideration. However,
our primary focus is on the explicitly given market movements and how to
model these changes.

Furthermore, because focus is not on portfolio selection in itself, we as-
sume the portfolio as explicitly given.

It should be noted that focus is not on how to predict which type of model
to use, but on which type of model is best in a given situation. However,
we will describe certain tools which can prove helpful in the decision-making
process.

We are aware that the short term capital covering market risk (or tier 3
capital) are not directly given by VaR. Instead Basel advice to local advisors
to add a market-risk charge of up to 3 times VaR plus a penalty component
which depend on the historical number of violations of VaR. Although it
would be interesting to analyse if this is the optimal way of determine tier 3
capital, we are more conserned in how VaR is estimated and will therefore
focus strictly on this.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

Introduction to probability theory and value-at-risk

The first part of the thesis introduces the reader to probability theory and
the Gaussian distribution in particular. This section is followed by both a
theoretical and a practice section about the ’standard’ VaR model.

Basel II VaR modelling

In our section regarding the practical VaR model recommended in Basel II,
it is shown that there is a significant difference in the performance of the
model, whether we are modelling the risk under normal or extreme market
conditions. Further, this chapter defines a normal as opposed to an extreme
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market.

Market characteristics

In order to model both normal and extreme markets it is important to know
the characteristics of each market. This chapter highlights the most impor-
tant features of the normal and the extreme market. These findings can be
used in the subsequent chapters to find and fit models which capture these
characteristics.

Generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic modelling

Knowing the characteristics of the normal market, we propose to model the
VaR under a student-t distribution. Furthermore, we propose a new method
to calculate the volatility, namely a generalized autoregressive conditional
heteroskedastic (GARCH) model. This model offers a more dynamic volatil-
ity estimate. We introduce two models: a model which assumes a Gaussian
distribution for the residuals and one which assumes residuals to follow a
standardized symmetrical student-t distribution, the latter found to achieve
the best results.

Extreme value theory

Most models measure the loss, which will not be exceeded with 99% confi-
dence. However, we do find that the distribution and behaviour of returns
vary whether we are experiencing normal or extreme market conditions. Be-
cause of this a standardized distribution might not be easily fitted to de-
scribe the behaviour of returns under extreme market conditions. In EVT,
one approach known as the peaks-over-threshod fits a general pareto distribu-
tion over the empirical distribution of returns, using a maximum likelihood
approach. We show how such an approach can be applied to get better es-
timates of both the unconditional and the conditional VaR under extreme
market conditions.
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The unforeseeability of market conditions

In this chapter we discuss the limitation of statistical models. It is explained
why it will be dangerous to blindly belief in model, because these are only
able to estimate the future risk if history repeats itself. Furthermore, we
briefly comment upon certain tools available to estimate market changes.

1.5 Comments regarding the data set

This section explains the rationale behind our choice of empirical data. The
data set should be seen as our way of bringing theory and practice together.
As such it forms the basis of the context in the thesis. Because of this, it
is important that our data resembles the real world and thereby form an
empirical correct base to build our models upon. It is, however, important
to remember that risk management should not be seen as an exact science,
but as a tool designed to get an overview of the risk exposure and thereby
manage it.

The basis for selecting our data set was that it should reflect the average
risk you as an investor would likely be exposed to. Clearly, some investors
will be interested in taking great risks by gearing their investments or taking
long and/or short positions in different derivatives. Likewise, other investors
will be more cautious and primarily invest in less risky products such as
stocks, indices and bonds. As a consequence, we have chosen to base our
data set solely on stock indices.

By analyzing indices we indirectly make use of the diversification effect by
pooling a large amount of stocks. This effect becomes only more pronounced
by including more than one index in our data set. Below we will describe the
different indices. The underlying thought being that they shall reflect the
average investors risk-profile. At the same time it is important not to over-
complicate the problem by introducing complex and hard-to-model products,
because this will not in itself be of value to the overall problem.

By choosing indices we also minimize what is referred to as data contami-
nation2. Data contamination is estimation errors which can arise from trades
in the underlying portfolio between different points in time. In calculating
VaR, we assume the portfolio being fixed between periods. However, trades

2[14]
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are likely to happen within the portfolio over the given horizon and this can
cause estimation errors.

The investment universe consists of the American , Asian and the Eu-
ropean market. We have chosen the MSCI World index along with MSCI
EAFE, S&P500, Nikkei225 and MSCI Europe. When pooling these indices
we see that they combined show the characteristics of typical financial time
series. This topic will be addressed more thoroughly later on.

Given, that we do not know exactly which stocks our indices consist of,
we cannot rule out that they are not biased in a way that systematically
underestimate risk. For instance, when a company files for bankruptcy, they
will exit the index and be replaced by some stock showing similar character-
istics. By construction, this means that the underlying risk of the index will
seem lower.

Besides the characteristics mentioned above, we have sought for indices
with as long a history of returns as possible. This is important to give the
most robust analysis. Also the length of historical data directly affects the
confidence level we can choose for our VaR model as well as the accuracy of
our statistical analysis.

Initially, we wanted an Emerging Markets index in our data set besides
the five indices already mentioned. However, we could not find one with a
long enough history of daily returns to justify its inclusion. We therefore
ended up not including it.

Our shortest index has daily returns from the beginning of 1980, which is
where we have started our return series. The cut-off data is November 11th,
2009. This gives a total sample of 38,955 daily returns distributed over five
different indices. We would like to note that all returns have been calculated
to US dollars using the going exchange rate at each point in time.

Often in the literature concerning financial modelling returns are cal-
culated as the log-return. In what follows, all returns are defined as the
daily percentage change. Although log-returns have some nice mathemati-
cal features, we find that these are not the correct returns from a practical
point-of-view.

Since portfolio optimization is an issue which we are not going to address
in this thesis, we have chosen a fairly simple portfolio to test our models
upon. The portfolio we have set up gives equal weight to each of our five
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indices. The model is not recalibrated at any point, meaning that its return
is always calculated as one fifth of each index. In the thesis, we see this
portfolio as one that has been explicitly given and our concern is therefore
to find a way which best estimates its market risk.

We are aware that this may give an unrealistic view of the complexity
of practical risk modelling but due to constraints regarding time to go into
details of every aspect of risk management, we feel confident that our assumed
portfolio will be sufficient to capture the essence of market risk management
and hence enable us to fully answer our problem.

1.6 Comments regarding the MATLAB codes

We have used MATLAB to compute all calculations in this thesis. The inter-
ested reader can acquire all code used throughout the chapters by contacting
either of the authors on:

troelsandersen@gmail.com or thomas.chr.frederiksen@gmail.com.
All results and graphs stems from the code written to each chapter.
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Chapter 2

Probability theory and
distribution functions

It is a common assumption that variables are the result of some stochastic
process. This assumption is made, because the amount of factors affecting
the outcome of the process is too vast to comprehend or because an approxi-
mation will yield fairly accurate results. But in some cases, the process is in
fact completely random.

In risk management, returns and defaults are often assumed to be the
result of such a stochastic process. In reality, however, it should be noted
that this is only an approximation, and building models based on these as-
sumptions can lead to large, unexpected outcomes if this is not realized. A
risk manager’s job is not to minimize risks but to forecast and report likely
dangers ahead. This is where probability theory, and perhaps in particular
the concept of distribution functions, is of great help.1

This chapter introduces the basics of probability theory and distribution
functions. The focus of this chapter will be on the Gaussian and the bino-
mial distribution, as these form the foundation of risk management and risk
modelling.

1We shall later see why trusting these concepts blindly can actually turn out to be
somewhat risky in itself. We therefore stress that statistics and probability theory only
serve as help to the risk manager - not as an exact science.
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2.1 The basics of probability theory

Defining a random variable as the outcome of a stochastic process gives the
advantage of being able to specify certain probability to the occurrences of
outcomes. In this sense, a probability distribution is a way of mapping out-
comes and their respective probability of occurring. When random variables
are analyzed, they can be split into two categories: discrete and continuous
random variables.

The most interesting feature from a risk management perspective is the
continuous random variables. Continuous random variables describe vari-
ables, where the possible values form an interval. An example could be the
time it takes to solve a Rubic’s cube, which in theory can be in the interval
]0;∞[ or the return of a stock [−1,∞[. Because the continuous random vari-
ables are defined within an interval of a given length, and because a point
by definition has a length of zero, the probability of the variable to take the
value X = x is not defined.

However, since probability can be assigned within a given interval, it can
be written that

0 ≤ P (X < x) ≤ 1

As it turns out, this is actually more convenient since the likelihood of
ending up below or above some given threshold is often more interesting than
finding the probability of the variable taking a specific value.

2.1.1 The Gaussian probability distribution

A very common and useful probability distribution is the Gaussian distribu-
tion, which is shown in figure 2.1.

As shown, the Gaussian distribution is symmetric. This means that it
is only characterized by its first two moments; the mean µ and the stan-
dard deviation σ. There are three reasons why this distribution is widely
used in practice as well as within the academic world. First of all, many
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variables tend to approximate the Gaussian distribution. A second reason is
that although the Gaussian distribution captures the cumulative probability
of continuous random variables, it also describes those of discrete random
variables given the central limit theorem and the law of large numbers. The
main reason, however, why understanding the characteristics of the Gaussian
distribution is vital, is that it is widely used in both practice and academic
studies2.

The fact that this distribution is symmetric, makes it easy to apply, but
it also seems to describe many practical phenomena reasonably well. Later
on, some of the shortcomings of the Gaussian distribution will be described,
but for now a short description on which we can build our first model will
be presented.

One very attractive feature of the Gaussian distribution is the easily in-
terpreted and understood link between µ, σ, z-score, and the cumulative
probability of the distribution function.

A z-score for a value x of a random variable defines the number of stan-
dard deviations that x falls from the mean and is therefore given by (x−µ)/σ.
The probability of x is thereby given as F (z)−1 where

F (z) =
1√
2π

∫ z

−∞
e−t

2/2dt

which also defines the z-quantile of the distribution. In other words, this
means that the Gaussian random variable x will be z standard deviations
from the mean with a probability of F (z)−1 which can be calculated or looked
up in a cumulative Gaussian table.

Because the Gaussian distribution is symmetrical .

F (z)−1 = 1− F (−z)−1

2[2].
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Figure 2.1: The normal probability distribution function

µ µ+zσ µ+zσµ-zσ µ-zσ

2σ

σ

What is used in practise to find the cumulative probability, is the standard
Gaussian distribution3. Because Gaussian distributions are fully additive,
the standard Gaussian distribution can be applied and then scaled to fit the
Gaussian distribution with the characteristics best describing the given data
set, i.e. µ and σ.

Below we will define α as the quantile within which α percentage of the
observations falls. In other words, α is the cumulative probability of the
matching z-value.

We could, for instance, write α = 95% which captures the cumulative
z-values which will only be exceeded with a probability of 5%.

A useful rule of thumb when dealing with all bell-shaped distributions,
is that 68% of the observations lies within +/-1 standard deviation from the
mean, 95% within +/-2 standard deviations and nearly all within +/-3 stan-
dard deviations from the mean.

2.1.2 The binomial distribution

The binomial distribution is useful when dealing with random variables,
which can only take one of two possible values. Often these outcomes can be
based on a success criteria. For instance whether a flip of a coin will come
up heads which would then be denoted as a success, or tails which would
be denoted as a failure. Later it will be shown that this is useful in risk

3The special case of Gaussian distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 1.
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management because of the continuous interest in the evaluation of the risk
models.

Say one is interested in evaluating whether the loss in a given portfolio is
below (success) or above (failure) some arbitrary threshold. Given a sample
of n observations, which will be denoted trials, then X will be the random
variable that equals the number of successes in these n trials. If p is the
probability of success and 1 − p is the probability of a failure and the four
conditions below are met, then the series of random variable can be defined
as binomial distributed. The four conditions are:

• only two outcomes are possible for every trial

• each trial’s outcome has the same probability of success

• each outcome does not depend on previous outcomes, i.e. independency
between outcomes

• there is a fixed number of trials.

When these conditions are met, it is possible to calculate the number of
combinations of x successes as(

n

x

)
=

n!

x!(n− x)!
(2.1)

and the related probability px(1− p)n−x. Summing up, the probability of
a binomial process with x successes with independent probability of success
in a series of n trials can be calculated as

P (x) =

(
n

x

)
px(1− p)n−x where x = 0, 1, 2, ..., n (2.2)

The mean of the binomial distribution equals the proportion of the rate
of success of the trials. That is µ = np and the standard deviation is
σ =

√
np(1− p).

Both the Gaussian and the binomial distribution will be used to a great
extent in the following chapters, where different risk models are studied and
tested on the efficiency of which they capture market risks.
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Prior to describing the models, the concept of Value-at-risk (VaR) will
be introduced. This methodology of summarizing the market risk exposure
has come to be the benchmark for market risk modelling. This theoretical
model heavily draws on the theory of statistics and is therefore to be seen as
a natural extension of this chapter.
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Chapter 3

Introduction to Value-at-Risk

In this chapter, the concept of Value-at-Risk (VaR) and how it can be used
as a risk management tool to get an overview of the risk, will be addressed.
The focus will be on VaR as a passive way of reporting the risk in a financial
setting, but it can easily be applied in more active settings too.

The chapter is meant to give the reader an understanding of how VaR can
be applied in practice by financial institutions in order for them to estimate
the risk of their portfolio(s). In later chapters, concrete examples of how
to model VaR will be presented and the theory behind these models will be
explained more thoroughly.

3.1 Risk exposure and Value-at-Risk

The Greek philosopher, Heraclitus, was once quoted by Diogenes Laërtius
saying: ”The only constant is change”. Change, in fact, is the fundament
upon which most of our society is built. Without change we would not experi-
ence innovations which in themselves lead to improvements of life standards.
In order for a company to improve or reinvent itself, it continually runs the
risk of not succeeding. Changes therefore also involves an element of risk.

Modern portfolio theory, as proposed by Markowitz, showed a close link
between risk and return. As an extension hereof, it seems fair to argue that
without taking risk in search of a competitive advantage, it is not possible
for a company - that being a financial institution or a manufacturer - to add
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value to their shareholders.
This type of risk is what is called business risk and defines those risks

that arise following a business decision, which is directly linked to a business
area.

Because such risks are more or less directly linked to actions taken by
the company, they are probably the most basic form of risks. Other types
of risks, however, are completely out of the company’s hands. This could
for example be risks related to interest-rate movements or general business
cycles. It could also be more unpredictable risks such as natural disasters or
for instance terrorist attacks, which can have a very devastating impact on
a company’s short-term as well as long-term earnings.

For now, it should be noted that any given company will be exposed to
some form of risk, no matter which industry it operates in. For a financial
institution, a primary part of their risks stems from interest-rate movements
and profits-and-losses from individual stocks, bonds etc.

In chapter 2 it was seen, how returns can be described by a probability
distribution. Such a distribution gives an estimate of the overall risk be-
cause it takes all sorts of risks into account and sum them into one overall
distribution.

Combining statistics which explain the historic volatility of one or more
risk elements with the exposure to these risks, VaR becomes a way of intu-
itively reporting the quantile of the losses over some horizon in a way which
is easily understood.

[14] explains VaR by stating that

VaR summarizes the worst loss over a target horizon that will not be ex-
ceeded with a given level of confidence.1

Mathematically, VaR can then be summarized as

V aRα = FL(l) ≥ α

which simply put states that VaR is the α quantile of some loss distribu-
tion FL.

1Note that VaR can easily be constructed so that instead it summarizes the largest
gain over some horizon, which will not be exceeded with a given level of confidence.
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Although VaR is an intuitive way of summarizing the risk, it is still only
a model and as such it does to some extent oversimplify risk estimation. Fur-
ther drawbacks are discussed below.

3.2 Drawbacks of Value-at-Risk

The optimal risk model is one which states exactly the loss we stand to
endure tomorrow; that is optimally we want a ex-ante model. By definition,
however, this is not possible and therefore the optimal model will at best be
one which makes qualified guesses about the state of the world tomorrow,
based on historic observations. It is important to keep this in mind because
failures to do so will result in a blind belief in a model, which is not meant
to fully describe the real world.

Risk models such as VaR which build on statistic modelling will therefore
only give accurate estimates insofar as history repeats itself.

Furthermore, a VaR model only estimates the worst loss which will not
be exceeded with some confidence. At times, VaR will be exceeded and when
it does, VaR itself does not provide a measure for how large this loss will be.

In chapter 4 it will be shown that it is possible to divide the observation
space into two subsamples - normal and extreme markets. Because the accu-
racy of these VaR models is closely tied to the tendency of history to repeat
itself, this way of separating data into two smaller subsamples should prove
to increase the overall model accuracy.

The problem regarding data contamination has already been mentioned,
but it is worth repeating. When VaR is reported, it gives a still-picture of
the risk over some horizon at a given point in time. However, it might not
be the case that the portfolio is fixed over this horizon. All in all, VaR does
to some extent ignore active trading, such as intraday trading.

In section 1.5 it was mentioned that it was not possible to find an Emerg-
ing Market Index with enough historical observations to include it in the
data set. This clearly illustrates that scarce data can sometimes be a prob-
lem when trying to estimate the risk profile of a given position. Finding data
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series with the same characteristics may prove a practical solution to this
problem.

Another more technical issue concerning the use of VaR as a risk man-
agement tool is, that it may not be subadditive and therefore cannot be
considered a coherent risk measure2. In practice this means, that splitting a
portfolio into two subportfolios one can get the special case where the sum of
each subportfolios VaR is actually larger than VaR for the total portfolio. In
this case, VaR will overestimate the risk of the total portfolio. This therefore
tends to make VaR a somewhat more conservative risk measure.

2[15].
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Chapter 4

Basel II model

This chapter explains the first risk model of this thesis, which is a model that
fulfills the minimum recommendations in Basel II. The model which will be
referred to as the Basel II model, is a fairly simple model, which will be used
as a benchmark model. Although simple, this setup and the underlying as-
sumptions are widely used, both in practice and in the literature describing
VaR modelling.

Basel recommends using a 10 days horizon when estimating the market
risk which indirectly takes into account the liquidation period needed by
the portfolio managers, when market changes occur. However, this chapter
shows that using a horizon of only one day yields more accurate results.

Although the Basel II model might not give an accurate estimate of the
future risk measured by the observed failure rate, the accuracy can be sig-
nificantly improved by distinguishing between normal and extreme markets.

The main problems with the Basel II model are the way it over-estimates
future risk while assuming returns to be identically and independently Gaus-
sian distributed. These two facts combined give a failure rate of the value-
at-risk in a normal market setting which is in line with the confidence level of
the model, even though the model as such is incorrect. This would, however,
not be noted if one was to evaluate the model solely based on its observed
failure rate.
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4.1 Model and assumptions

The Basel Committee on Banking Services formulates and recommends su-
pervisory standards and guidelines regarding banking supervisory matters
for banks in the areas of techniques and minimum requirements standards.
These recommendations can be found in [16] where paragraphs 709 to 718
(XCIX) are of particular importance for this thesis.

This section briefly explains the assumption behind the Basel II model.
It should be noted that Basel II only recommends this model as sufficient
to cover the minimum requirements. Using this model as a benchmark on
which to test other variations of models is therefore solely the idea of the
authors.

Basel II recommends calculating VaR on a 99% confidence interval and
a horizon of one day scaled to 10 days using the square root of time. The
data required to calculate VaR are at least one year’s worth of observations.
In what follows, one year is assumed to equal 252 trading days.

Basel does not give any direct guidelines regarding how to estimate the
risk. A common used approach, which is also applied by [14], is to use σ as
an estimate for the volatility.

Although Basel does not give any specific guidelines regarding the choice
of distribution, it is common both in practice and in the literature to as-
sume returns to follow a Gaussian distribution. When modelling credit risk,
this might be a good approximation because of the relatively long horizon.
However, in market risk management, risk is modelled over a shorter hori-
zon as to give estimate of the short-term risk. Following the central limit
theorem returns will not necessarily be Gaussian distributed over a short
horizon, although over a longer horizon returns might prove to be approxi-
mately identically and independently distributed. However, because of the
common use and the ease of implementation, the Gaussian distribution is a
natural starting point of this analysis.

Letting α ∼ N(0, 1) describe the standard Gaussian distributed confi-
dence level and π(i) the portfolio value at day i, where i = 1 is the first
observation after an initial period of 252 days used for the initial estimate of
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σ̂(i). Letting σ(i − 1)T describe the daily volatility calculated over the last
T days at time i− 1 it is assumed that σ̂(i) = σ(i− 1)T . In other words the
volatility over the last T days is an estimate of the future daily volatility.

τ is defined as the time factor which scales VaR to the desired horizon.
Following the central limit theorem, returns are assumed to be identically
and independently distributed (iid.). In table 4.1 below, the assumptions
behind the Basel II model is shown.

Table 4.1: Basel II model assumptions
Estimate of the future risk σ̂(i) = σ(i− 1)T
Distribution of returns r ∼ N(µ, σ);
Implicit assumption r - iid.;

where r is the return series.

Building on the setup in [14], VaR is defined as

V aR(i)α = π(i) · zα · σ̂(i) · τ

Following the Basel II recommendations of a 99% confidence interval,
Gaussian distribution and a year’s worth of observations to estimate σ, the
model can be rewritten as

V aR(i)0.99 = π(i) · zα · σ̂(i) · τ (4.1)

= π(i) · 2.33 · σ̂(i) ·
√

10 (4.2)

Equation 4.2 gives the 10 days daily VaR on a 99% Gaussian distributed
confidence level by multiplying the portfolio value by the estimated future
daily standard deviation based on the last year’s observed returns scaled by
the square root of time. This will be referred to as the Basel II Model.

In what follows a violation of VaR is when

V aR(i)α < P/L(i) where P/L(i) = π(i− τ)− π(i)

The use of the notation 10 days daily VaR illustrates that profit/loss at
time i (P/L(i)) is calculated using a rolling window, which technically means
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that the loss (gain) over the last t days is calculated using overlapping ob-
servations as indirectly recommended in Basel II. Later it will be addressed
how this overlapping of observations can affect the results and why this is
troublesome.

4.2 Basel II performance

From a risk management perspective, it is of equal importance to model both
the left and the right side of the distribution correctly. Because of this, in
what follows VaR− and VaR+ denote the Value-at-Risk calculated on each
side of the distribution. This literally means that VaR− calculates VaR as
the α = 0.01 quantile (i.e. the loss side of the distribution) whereas VaR+ is
VaR calculated as the α = 0.99 quantile (i.e. the gain side of the distribu-
tion). However, because of the symmetry of the Gaussian distribution, both
VaR-measures will be the same.

Figure 4.1 shows the 10 days daily VaR from 1981 to 2009. The two
black lines illustrate VaR for both profits and losses. In the following, losses
are given as positive values, whereas profits are denoted as negative values.
However, when talking about the distribution of returns, losses are found
to the left in the distribution and positive returns to the right. Although
confusing at first, this proves to be easier when commenting on the moments
of the return distribution later on.

The red dots in the figure illustrate the profit and losses (P/L) violating
VaR. The blue dots are those P/L which do not violate VaR. Notice the
symmetric of VaR− and VaR+. Note that π(1) has been set to the arbitrary
value of 1,000,000.

Totally there are 388 violations of which 198 are VaR− violations and
190 are VaR+ violations i.e. violating losses and profits respectively. This
is equivalent to an implied failure rate of 2.63% and 2.52% given the total
of 7,530 observations. Recall that the expected failure rate is 1% given the
99% (1%) confidence level.

Figure 4.1 illustrates an almost equally high concentration of VaR− and
VaR+ violations. However, the absolute values of the VaR− violating losses
are much higher. This could imply that the return distribution might not be
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Figure 4.1: 10 days VaR and violations
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Gaussian but rather leptokurtosic while having a positive skewness i.e. there
is a high concentration of mass in the left side of the return distribution.

From figure 4.1 it also seems that violations at times come in clusters
or groupings. Also it is important to note that there is a tendency for the
model to over-estimate the risk after a period of large numerical P/L’s. This
is clearly seen in the subfigure to figure 4.1. Here it is clear that there is
a large increase in VaR following the Black Monday of October 19, 1987.
Likewise, a cluster of violations and what seems like a VaR-spike is seen
following the Russian default in August 1998. In the aftermath of the 2001
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center, an erupt increase in the number
of violations of VaR− is likewise notable. Also the subprime crisis of 2006
and the following financial crisis’ impact are clearly seen in the figure.

These events clearly indicate the volatility behave heteroscedastic i.e. are
dynamic by nature and therefore is not stable over shorter horizons which
the model seemingly fails to capture. This heteroscedastic behavior is also
indicated by observing the large fluctuations in figure 4.2. However, by look-
ing at the black lines in figure 4.1 it is clear that the model reacts too much
but too late to these new information.

Figure 4.2: Sample return series
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By applying a simple measure such as σ calculated over a horizon of a
year as an estimate of the future volatility, the Basel II model does not react
fast enough to new information. This means that the risk is over-estimated.
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Further this estimate has a long memory i.e. large P/L’s (negative as well
as positive) will influence the risk estimate for a full year due to ghosting.
Because of this, the model does not react fast enough to market changes.
This could indicate the need for a more heteroscedastic model.

As mentioned in section 1.1 [14] argues that VaR models are only designed
to work under normal market conditions. Following this argument, it could
be interesting to divide the data sample into two subsamples: one where
the observation period is considered normal and another which is considered
extreme i.e. non-normal. This way it will be possible to get an idea of how
well the model performs under each of the two market conditions. If there is
a pronounced difference in the performance under each type of market, this
indicates that one model might not be sufficient in estimating market risk.
Instead, different models should be used under each type of market.

4.3 Normal and extreme market conditions

As [10] puts it: ”[VaR] models work in normal markets, and normal markets
are defined as those within which models work.”. This definition of normal
markets is clearly useless which is [10]’s point exactly. Therefore, another
more practical definition is needed, before markets can be split up into normal
and extreme ones.

Assuming returns are Gaussian distributed, markets will now and again
experience large returns measured in absolute values. For instance, 5% of the
returns will be more than approximately +/- 2 standard deviations from the
mean (see section 2.1). Because of this, the probability of observing one such
return within a given period of two weeks (10 days) will be

(
n
x

)
px(1− p)n−x

=
(
10
1

)
0.051 · 0.959 = 31.51% assuming that the returns are iid. Likewise, the

probability of seeing two such large returns in two weeks would then be 7.46%
which is still fairly plausible. The probability of seeing three or more such
returns is less than 1.05% and in what follows, two weeks in which three
or more such observations occur, will be categories as an extreme market
period.

The indicator function below finds those returns, which are more than
two standard deviations from the mean. The mean is here estimated as
µ̂(i) = µ(i− 1)252.
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Ii = 1µ(i)252−F (0.975)−1·σ(i−1)252<r(i)>µ(i)252+F (0.975)−1·σ(i−1)252

When less than three of such occurrences are observed within a 10 days
period, (i.e when

∑i+9
i Ii < 3, where i = 1, 10, 19, ..., n − 9), then the ob-

servations are categorized as normal and thereby included in the normal
subsample. When

∑i+9
i Ii ≥ 3 then the data from that specific period are

removed from the dataset and included in the extreme subsample instead.
Based on these two subsamples, the normal and the extreme VaR can

then be calculated using equation 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Returns and confidence level of normal observations
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Figure 4.3 shows the observed returns as well as the 95% confidence in-
terval. It can be seen that there are numerous observations which fall outside
this confidence interval. This is what was to be expected, which is why only
those clusters of 10 days where three or more observations falls outside the
boundaries are screened-out. In total there are 54 periods which violate the
criteria, equalling 540 observations1, which then can be categorized as ex-
treme. Following the same logic, the rest of the observations are categorized

1As shown later on, there are 549 observations categorized as extreme, when the horizon
is set to one day. Because of this uneven number, we have to round down to the nearest
full 10 when the horizon is set to 10 days.
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as normal.

The next section shows the out-of-sample performance of the Basel II
model on a 10 days horizon as well as a one day horizon.

4.4 Results

This section will comment on the results of the out-of-sample performance of
the Basel II model. The model indicates that there is a significant difference
in the performance whether using a horizon of 10 days or one day. Because of
this difference, this section is divided into two subsections. In section 4.4.1,
the focus is on the performance of a 10 days horizon model. Section 4.4.2
comments on the performance of the Basel II model on a one day horizon.

4.4.1 Performance on a 10 days horizon

Table 4.2 summarizes the number of violations and the failure rates of VaR−
and VaR+ for the complete sample, the normal sample and the extreme
sample, when a 10 day horizon is used. The total size of each individual
sample is also shown.

Table 4.2: Violations of the 10 days daily VaR
Complete sample Normal market Extreme market
VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+

Violations 198 190 143 146 55 44
Failure rate 2.63% 2.52% 2.05% 2.09% 10.19% 8.15%
Sample size 7,530 6,990 540

It is seen that the Basel II model is much better at modelling the normal
sample than the complete sample and the extreme one. In particul, when the
success criteria is the failure rate. Regarding the extreme market, the findings
in table 4.2 suggest that the model actually completely fails to describe this
subsample.

Note that a distribution with fatter tails would significantly improve the
VaR− and VaR+ estimates under normal market conditions. Using the same
argument, it seems that under extreme market conditions, the distribution of
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returns should have both a negative skewness as well as a higher kurtosis than
what is the case with the Gaussian distribution. Because of this, it seems
that two separate models - one which is to be used under normal market
conditions and one which is to be applied during times of distress - would
give a better out-of-sample performance, since the return series under each
market do not follow the same empirical distribution.

Figure 4.4: 10 days VaR and violations (normal market sample)
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One more striking finding is, that it seems that returns over a 10 day hori-
zon might not be a random walk which would violate the iid. assumption
implicitly given by the central limit theorem. Looking at figure 4.4, it is seen
that under normal market conditions it seems that large negative returns are
slightly more likely to be observed than large positive returns. Because the
iid. assumption is violated, the homoscedaticity of the model should raise
some concern.

Using overlapping observations in estimating VaR− and VaR+ will have
a tendency to flatten out the curves due to ghosting. However, when ex-
periencing large economy shocks, it will have the drawback that one such
observation will influence the next nine days of total P/L. At the same time,
those shocks will only influence our risk estimate (standard deviation) by
approximately 1/252. Therefore, large numerical P/L’s will ceteris paribus
lead to higher failure rates and even more pronounced clusters of violations.

To get an idea of the impact this overlapping-effect has, the next section
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Figure 4.5: 10 days VaR and violations (extreme market sample)
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shows the same model, however this time using a one day approach. That
means the horizon has been changed from 10 days to one day.

The argument for doing this is that by applying a one day horizon, over-
lapping observations will not contaminate the results.

The results are reported in table 4.3.2

4.4.2 Performance on a one day horizon

Table 4.3: Violations of the one day VaR
Complete sample Normal market Extreme market
VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+

Violations 143 131 59 79 84 52
Failure rate 1.90% 1.74% 0.84% 1.13% 15.30% 9.47%
Sample size 7,539 6,999 549

2Also we have tried to use a 10 days non-overlapping approach in which we use sub-
sequent 10 days periods and compare those to our 10 days VaR’s. However, the results
we found were very dependent on both the numbers of observations as well as the time at
which we started the analysis. Because of this we found that the power of the statistics
was too low to base any decisions upon and have therefore omitted the results.
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According to [14], using a 1 day approach can lead to a practical problem
because this short horizon does not take into account the time needed in
order to liquidate or recalibrate a given portfolio. Because the underlying
indices which are used to form the portfolio in this thesis, are all very liquid,
this is not an issue and will therefore not compromise the results.

Over a 10 days horizon the returns did not seem randomly distributed
and further the failure rate was much higher than what would be expected.
Judging from table 4.3, the failure rate of the normal sample is now closer
to what would be expected. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 also seem to indicate less
clustering and generally more independent return distribution over a one day
horizon. Heteroscedasticity, however, is still present. Therefore, a more dy-
namic way of modelling volatility, especially under normal market conditions,
is needed.

Even though the normal market is better modelled, this is not the case
when looking at the extreme sample. This is because when calculating the
P/L over a 10 days horizon, there is a relatively large number of small P/L
within a given week. This leads to a general decrease of the average P/L
over those 10 days.

Decreasing the horizon from 10 to one day has a direct effect on the
number of violations found in the extreme sample. Instead of comparing the
10 day VaR to the sum of P/L’s over 10 days, VaR must now be compared
to the day to day P/L. This effect leads to more violations when the horizon
decreases, because in a day-to-day comparison, there are no small P/L’s to
even out the average. Note that this effect is most pronounced in the extreme
sample, because on an average there will be a higher number of large portfolio
returns compared to the mean in this sample. Over a given period of two
weeks, this number will be lower in the normal sample.

Nevertheless, the one day horizon seems to yield significantly better re-
sults in the normal sample and only slightly worse results3 in the extreme
sample.

The next section will introduce and apply the concept of backtesting.
This is simply a way to validate if a given model as either correct or incor-
rect. This is typically referred to as model backtesting and plays an important
part in Risk Management. This section builds on a log-likelihood backtest

3When measured in relative terms.
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Figure 4.6: One day VaR and violations (normal market sample)
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Figure 4.7: One day VaR and violations (extreme market sample)
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as proposed by [8].

4.5 Backtest

This section is divided into three subsections. Firstly, it is shown how to test
whether the observed failure rate is in line with what could be expected and
whether or not there are volatility clusters, which could lead to clusters of
violations. Although this does not directly shows if the data set violates the
iid. assumption, it could be an indication hereof.

Since the Basel II model assumes returns to follow a Gaussian distribu-
tion, this indirectly implies an assumption of returns being iid. Because these
assumptions are fundamental for the model itself, it is of great importance
to test whether or not they are valid.

In section 4.5.2 the Ljung-Box test of randomness is introduced. This is
a test for randomness of observations which therefore tests if data are in-
dependently distributed. Failing this test means a clear violation of the iid.
assumption. Combined with the Jarque-Bera test in section 4.5.3, these three
tests show how well the assumptions in the Basel II model fits the empiric
return series.

4.5.1 Failure rate test

Explicitly, the observed failure rates give a quantitative measure of the ac-
curacy of the model. Intuitively, a failure rate of 1% would be expected for
both VaR− and VaR+. The problem, however, is that a statistical test is
needed in order to see whether the actual realized failure rate is too high -
or perhaps too low compared to the expected failure rate. It is important to
understand that both outcomes will result in a faulty model. This is because
if the number of violations is too low, the model is too conservative lead-
ing to an inefficient allocation of capital. Hence the company applying the
model will not act in their owners’ (stockholders’ etc.) best interest. It is of
equal importance to note that if the model had experienced 75 violations of
VaR, the model could still be faulty. For instance, the violations might come
in large clusters whereas, at other times the model might drastically over-
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estimate the risk as was seen in figure 4.1. Therefore, one has to be careful
not only to reject a correct model but also not to accept a faulty model.

Because a model is only an approximation of reality, a failure rate on pre-
cisely 1% will in all probability not be observed. Furthermore, there might
be other assumptions which might be found not to hold when applied to
empirical data.

Despite of observing a failure rate under normal market conditions close
to 1% for both VaR− and VaR+ on a one day horizon, there were indications
of the Basel II model failing to capture the heteroscedaticity of volatility as
well as the leptokurtosic behavior of the return distribution. This therefore
might also violate the model and should therefore be tested as well as the
failure rate.

Testing for the failure rate, it is known that there are two possible out-
comes at each point in time - VaR can either be violated or not. Because of
this, each daily outcome can be treated as a Bernoulli trial with a binomial
distribution as described in section 2.1.2.4

Letting n be the total number of trials, p the assumed probability of
success (the probability of violating VaR), and x the number of successes in
the series of n trials equation 2.2 from section 2.1.2 can be used to estimate
the failure rate.

Because it is of interest whether or not the model should be rejected the
opposite proportions hypothesis must be raised, namely whether

H0 : p = p0 = 1%

Because the proportions test is two-sided, it gives the spread within which
the sample failure rate will be in line with the population failure rate. If
this hypothesis is rejected, the model should be rejected. Note that this
test should be conducted for both VaR− and VaR+. However, due to the
symmetry of the distribution, the spread will be the same.

4One could argue whether a Poison approximation or another distribution would be
more accurate to use because p is not close to 0.5. However, we note that n·p ≥ 10 meaning
that a test based on a poison approximation also could be questionable according to [13].
Given that binomial tests are commonly used in the literature, we will continue to use
them here. Also if we were to apply other tests we would see fairly similar results.
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The choice of the confidence interval of the test is a balance between
the accuracy of the test and the interval in which the test values are to be
found. For instance, if a confidence interval of 100% was chosen, the test
would show that with 100% probability the failure rate would lie between
0 and ∞. Decreasing the confidence interval would then also decrease the
interval in which the failure rate should lie in order for the hypothesis to
be accepted. Commonly, a 95% confidence interval is chosen in these hy-
pothesis tests. This confidence interval is relatively accurate while giving a
sufficiently small interval. This is the reason why it is applied in the following.

Equation 2.2 showed that the number of successes x from a trial sample n
given the probability p can be describe by the binomial distribution b(x, n, p).
With n = 7, 539, p0 = 1% and a confidence interval of 2.5% on either side of
the distribution the losses and gains should be within

xl < x < xu

where

b (xl; 7, 539; 1%) ≤ 0.025

1− b (xu; 7, 539; 1%) ≤ 0.025

implying that

xl ≈ 58

xu ≈ 92

58 < x < 92

This means that within a confidence level of 95%, the number of both
violating losses and gains must be 58 < x < 92 for the model to be accepted
on account of its failure rate.

Figure 4.85 shows the confidence interval and the implied failure rate as
a function of time. Again it is seen that each failure rate is higher than
what would be expected - and that this is in fact consistent over the whole
observation period.

5We are aware that the failure rate cannot be less than zero and therefore we can in
pratice not have a confidence interval less than zero. However, for illustrative purposes we
have let it be below zero in this figure
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Figure 4.8: Implied failure rate and confidence interval for the complete
sample on a 10 day horizon
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One of the shortcomings of comparing the observed failure rates with
the confidence interval is that this does not give very good indications as
to how robust the results are i.e. how far the hypothesis is from being ac-
cepted/rejected.

A more scientific test which will make it possible to accept or reject the
model based on the failure rate, is a likelihood test as proposed by [8]. This
method also tests whether or not violations are independently distributed
and thereby whether the distribution of the violations is in line with the iid.
assumption.

[8] uses a log-likelihood estimator to test the unconditional coverage and
the independency of the model, and combines these two into a single mea-
sure for the conditional coverage, which describes the overall accuracy of the
model. His setup is as follows.

By proposing the null hypothesis H0 : p = p0 = 1% against the alterna-
tive hypothesis H1 : p 6= p0 combined with equation 2.2 which states that
the probability of seeing n1 violations is (1 − p0)n0pn1

0 where n0 = n − n1 is
the total number of non-violating observations, it is possible to test the like-
lihood of this hypothesis against the observed probability of n1; (1−π)n0πn1
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where π is an estimate of the true failure rate, π ≈ π̂ = n1/n0. This gives
the log-likelihood test below.6

LRuc = −2 · log[
(1− p0)n0pn1

0

(1− π)n0πn1
] ∼ χ2

1−α(1) (4.3)

= −2 · [n0 · log(1− p0) + n1 · log(p0)

−n0 · log(1− π̂)− n1 · log(π̂)] (4.4)

where χ2
1−α(1) is the chi-square at the 1− α with 1 degree of freedom.

This is a test for unconditional coverage and it explains the goodness-of-fit
of the failure rate compared to the proposed failure rate under H0. Therefore
H0 is accepted when LRuc < χ2

1−α(1) which means that the overall observed
failure rate is in line with the expected failure rate. If this is not the case H0

is rejected and H1 is accepted instead.

This unconditional coverage test does not test for clustering and thereby
it does not reveal if there is a tendency for large violations to come in clus-
ters. This, however, can be done with a test for independence.

When violations are not independent, the probability of a violation tomor-
row, given there has been a violation today, is no longer equal to p. Because
of this, it is necessary to set up a test which will reveal such tendencies.

By defining

• n01 as the number of observations where a non-violation is followed by
a violation

• n11 when a violation is followed by another violation

• n10 when a violation is followed by a non-violation

• n00 when a non-violation is followed by another non-violation

6In practice we shall use equation 4.4 because some mathematical software programs
have troubles solving equation 4.3. This is because when p→ 0 and n→∞ the denomi-
nator in equation 4.3→ 0 and when n and p combined pass some threshold some software
programs fails to solve our problem.
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Π1 can be defined as

Π1 =

(
π01
π11

)
=

( n01

n00+n01
n11

n10+n11

)
The log-likelihood ratio test for independency thereby becomes a test for

the null hypothesis H0 : Π1 = π2 against hypothesis H1 : Π1 6= π2 with the
statistics being7

LRin = −2log
(1− π01)n00πn01

01 (1− π11)n10πn11
11

(1− π̂2)(n00+n10)π̂2
(n01+n11)

∼ χ2
1−α(1)

where π2 ≈ π̂2 = (n01 + n11)/(n)

What this hypothesis does is to test if the general failure rate is the same
as the likelihood of observing a violation following a violation. If this is true,
then the series of violations can be considered independent and therefore it
can be assumed that violations do not cluster.

This test completely ignores p0 and only tests if it is comfortably probable
that the probability of n11 and n01 is the same as the general probability of
observing a violation.

If this tests p-value is too high compared to the chi-squared value, the test
of independency is rejected with the consequence being that the violations
are not iid. distributed.

It is worth noting that if LRuc is rejected but LRin is accepted, we then
have the special case, where p 6= p0, but where the violations are iid. On
the other hand, if the test for unconditional coverage and independency is
accepted, this means that the observed failure rate is close to the confidence
level and that the probability of observing subsequent violations is also close
to this confidence level.

By combining the test for unconditional coverage and the independency
test, it results in a test for conditional coverage LRcc. Therefore

7Note that we have slightly simplified the notation compared to the originally proposed
by [8].
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LRcc = LRuc + LRin ∼ χ2
1−α(2)

The test findings for unconditional coverage LRuc, the independency LRin

and conditional coverage LRcc are reported in the tables 4.4 and 4.58. In ta-
ble 4.6 the χ2 values at different confidence levels are shown.

Table 4.4: Conditional coverage test (10 days horizon)
Complete sample Normal subsample Extreme subsample

VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+

LRuc 139.78 124.36 59.29 63.71 160.85 110.26
LRin 926.28 785.13 687.02 628.31 102.44 83.64
LRcc 1,066.06 909.49 746.30 692.02 263.30 193.90

Table 4.5: Conditional coverage test (one day horizon)
Complete sample Normal subsample Extreme subsample
VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+ VaR− VaR+

LRuc 48.65 34.09 1.84 1.12 313.20 144.90
LRin 41.04 33.74 0.42 13.37 0.80 2.23
LRcc 89.69 67.83 2.26 14.49 314.00 147.13

Table 4.6: χ2 test values
Confidence level 1 DoF 2 DoF
95% 3.84 5.99
99% 6.64 9.21

It is clear that the one day model is much more accurate than the 10 days
horizon model. All 10 days tests in table 4.4 are being rejected, whereas VaR−

8We are aware that the results might be influenced by the fact, that when separating
our sample into the two subsamples of normal and extreme market we have technically
rearranged the order of the observations. The effect this could have on our findings is a
decrease in the test values, making the hypothesis more likely to be accepted. In this case,
however, there is no reason for concern since we find no borderline rejections.
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in the normal sample is accepted for LRuc, LRin and LRcc. Also the test for
independency for the extreme market-sample is accepted.

From table 4.5 it seems the overall failure rate of both VaR− and VaR+

in the normal market-sample is accurate. However, it was earlier shown that
the model did have some tendency to over-estimate risk. If this is in fact
the case, then this seemingly accurate failure rate could be caused by an
over-estimation of risk together with the use of a distribution with too thin
tails.

For VaR+ it does seem that the model has some difficulties with in inde-
pendency of violations. This could indicate that returns in general are not
iid.

Overall, it does seem that the normal market-sample follows a symmet-
rical distribution.

With regard to the extreme market sample, evidence suggests the dis-
tribution to be skewed. This is because there is a tendency to violations
occurring more often on the loss side than on the gains side. This could
be due to the fact that the Gaussian distribution fails to allocate sufficient
probability mass to the left side of the distribution. When this is the case,
the probability of large losses are under-estimated.

Even though the independency test is generally accepted, it could be due
to the ghosting effect in the volatility estimates. This effect tends to over-
estimate risk, which affects all parameters in the conditional coverage test.
If this is in fact the case, the empirical distributions could be leptokurtosic
without evidence showing in this test.

Because of this, the next two sections will test both the fit of the Gaussian
distribution and the iid. assumption underlying the model.

4.5.2 Ljung-Box test

Indirectly, the Ljung-Box test tests for correlation between returns. If there
is no correlation between returns, then the best guess of tomorrows portfolio
return, will be the mean of the distribution. However, if there is evidence
of correlation then this contradicts the random-walk hypothesis often taught
in financial classes and a better guess of tomorrows return can be made
with a conditional model. This further means that if there is significant
prove of correlation, then returns cannot be assumed to be independently
drawn from the same distribution. Consequently, the Ljung-Box test is a
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test of the general iid. assumption of returns, where the LRin only tested for
independency between violations.

The test statistics are given by

QLB = n(n+ 2)
h∑
j=1

p̂(j)2

n− j

where p̂(j) is the correlation factor between the jth observation and the
initial observation. The Ljung-Box test is thereby a test of the predictability
between observations. Plotting p̂(j) against j gives a autocorrelation func-
tion (ACF) which will be discussed further in the next chapter. This plot
gives an easily interpreted illustration which is helpful in order to detect any
correlations within the data series.

Below is shown the p-values for the Ljung-Box test for each of our three
samples.

Table 4.7: Ljung-Box test
Complete sample Normal subsample Extreme subsample

P-values 0.00 0.00 ≈ 0.00

Based on the p-values, the iid. hypothesis is strongly rejected which is
one of the critical assumptions in the central limit theorem. Below, the p-
values are shown for the Jarque-Bera test, which further supports the finding
that the Gaussian distribution is a poor approximation for the distribution
of returns, because these cannot be assumed iid.

4.5.3 Jarque-Bera test

A Jarque-Bera is a goodness-of-fit test which can be used to test if the return
series follow a Gaussian distribution, based on the observations skewness
and kurtosis of the empirical distribution. This test follows a chi-square
distribution with two degrees of freedom. The test is defined as

JB =
n

6

(
S2 +

1

4
K2

)
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where n is the number of observations, S = µ̂3
σ̂3 is the empirical distribu-

tion’s skewness and K = µ̂4
σ̂4 − 3, where µ̂4

σ̂4 is the kurtosis.

This test does not say anything about why the series are not Gaussian,
which is why other supportive tests are needed. Table 4.8 shows that the
complete sample as well as the two subsamples fail the Jarque-Bera test,
which is supported by the previous tests.

Table 4.8: Jarque-Bera test
Complete sample Normal subsample Extreme subsample

P-values 0.00 0.00 0.00

Judging from the p-values of the Jarque-Bera test and the Ljung-Box
test in section 4.5.2, it is clear that the assumption of returns being indepen-
dently and identically drawn from a Gaussian distribution, is a poor one. In
conclusion, this means that the return series are not Gaussian distributed in
any of the three samples.

The backtest of the Basel II model showed some interesting findings. In
general, the Basel II model performed relatively poorly when applied to the
complete data set. When the market is divided into a normal and an extreme
subsample, the failure rate was significantly improved.

Even though the one day model gives better failure rates than the 10 day
model, it seems that the Basel II model perform best under normal condi-
tions than under extreme conditions. However, there is a slight tendency for
violation clusters in the normal sample, judging from the LRin test.

The Ljung-Box test showed that for each sample there was evidence of
correlation of returns which violates the iid. assumption. Furthermore, the
Jarque-Bera test showed that the Gaussian distribution of returns is a poor
approximation at best which was further strengthened by the LRuc test which
showed fat tails.

4.6 Conclusion

In conclusion validating the strength of the models with a backtest conducted
on the 10 days daily VaR approach seems to have a major drawback given
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that the model uses overlapping P/L observations which influences subse-
quent periods. However, because this approach takes the liquidation period
into account, while maintaining a large sample space, it makes it more appli-
cable as a practical framework than a one day or a 10 days non-overlapping
approach, when markets are illiquid.

Given that the chosen portfolio consists of very liquid indices, using a one
day VaR approach seems like an appropriate choice of model for this thesis.
Since this approach does not use overlapping observations and has high-
powered statistics, it is believed that much better and clearer test results can
be achieved using this horizon. However, there is evidence suggesting that
the return series could follow different distributions, whether conducting the
analysis on a 10 days or a one day horizon.

The approach used in this chapter uses the rolling year’s standard devia-
tion as a prediction of the future volatility. This is a very standardized way
of forecasting risk. One of the main problems with this approach is that it
does not directly take market trends into account, or only to a small degree
can be considered heteroskedastic. Because of this, the model reacts too
slow to new information and there is a pronounced ghosting effect due to the
large rolling window in the volatility calculation. Furthermore, this way of
estimating volatility tends to over-estimate the risk, because there is a long
period where historical events influence future risk forecasts, which hardly
can be considered desirable.

Further it is found that when splitting the sample into subsamples, the
Basel II model fails to give good estimates. Particularly under extreme mar-
kets.

Even though the failure rate of the normal market Basel II model seems
in line with the confidence level, the findings in this chapter indicate that
this is merely a coincidence. Because the model tends to over-estimate risk,
the failure rate seems acceptable, even though a wrong distribution of re-
turns has been used. In practice, returns follow a fatter distribution than
the Gaussian distribution, but because of the over-estimation of risk, this
effect easily goes unnoticed.

Evidence suggests that better model performance is possible by having
a distribution with significantly higher kurtosis. This is not only the case
under extreme market conditions, but also under normal market conditions.
Also the return series are not symmetrically distributed but rather fairly
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asymmetric under extreme conditions.

The following chapter will take a closer look at the difference of market
characteristics. That is, how the normal market differentiates itself from the
extreme market. This knowledge is essential in order to better model differ-
ent market conditions and thereby obtain better VaR-estimates.
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Chapter 5

Market characteristics

In the previous chapter, the observations were divided into two subsamples
based on their market characteristics. These were defined as the normal- and
the extreme market samples.

This chapter reports what distinguishes these two market conditions and
how to possibly model VaR under these different conditions.

The chapter further discusses what this distinction means to the actual
modelling and construction of VaR models, and thereby the estimation of
the current value-at-risk under each market.

It is found that a GARCH model could prove efficient in estimating
volatility in a normal market, where returns follow a fitted t-distribution.
This type of distribution is found superior to the Gaussian distribution due
to its fatter tails.

Given the more disperse and asymmetric empiric distribution of returns
in the extreme market sample, an Extreme value theory Peaks-over-threshold
model is found to be a good way of estimating the distribution of returns.

5.1 The normal subsample

In chapter 4, the normal subsample was created from the complete data
set. Every period of two weeks, in which there were three or more observed
returns more than +/- 2 standard deviations from the mean, were categorized
as extreme and removed from the normal subsample.
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The Jarque-Bera test in section 4.5.3 showed that the empirical return
distribution of the normal sample did not follow a Gaussian distribution. Ta-
ble 5.1 clarifies this by showing the first four moments for the normal data.

Table 5.1: The normal subsample first four moments
Mean Std. dev. Skewness Kurtosis
0.005% ; 0.75%; 0.01 10.2

Symmetric distributions have a skewness of zero and the Gaussian distri-
bution in particularly has a kurtosis of three. In table 5.1 it is seen that the
normal subsamples skewness is indeed zero but the kurtosis is higher than
three1. This indicates that the return series have more mass in the tail areas
than would be predicted by a Gaussian distribution and that failure to real-
ize this would result in an under-estimation of the associated risk. Because
of this, a symmetrical distribution such as the student-t distribution could
prove to be a better choice of distribution based on the observed fat tails and
close to zero skewness.

This is illustrated in figure 5.1, where the red line indicates the fitted
t-distribution to the normal sample where a maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) has been used to fit the optimal degrees of freedom (DoF) to the nor-
mal sample2.

In chapter 4 it was seen that VaR+ and VaR− were close to the expected
failure rate of 1.13% and 0.84% respectively. However, when backtesting the
model in section 4.5, several issues arose. These were

• the iid. assumption was violated, implying that

• returns did not follow a Gaussian distribution,

• returns seemed leptokurtosic and

• violations were not independent implying volatility clusters.

1[17] reports that this is typically the case when observing the kurtosis of sample
estimates of indices.

2As proposed by [3].
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Looking at figure 5.1, the empirical distribution of the normal sample is
compared to the Gaussian and t-distribution respectively. The t-distribution
appears as a better choice of distribution, despite some outliers in the tails.

Figure 5.1: Probability plot
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In financial time series analysis it is common to use the autocorrelation
function (ACF) in order to detect any correlation in the data. The ACF is
considered one of the most stringent criteria for dealing with model selection,
compared to, for example, the root mean square error of mean absolute error.
The superiority of the ACF is that not only is it easy to implement, it is also
easy to detect any autocorrelation using an ACF plot.

The ACF is the set of autocorrelations between two points in time, such
as t and t + j at different lags j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . As explained earlier, such a
plot is a useful tool in detecting correlations in data series.

If the variables turn out to be correlated, this means that they are not
independent and therefore that the iid. assumption does not hold for the
data series.

Looking at the ACF plot of the normal sample in figure 5.2 there is seen a
slight tendency towards autocorrelation. However, when looking at the ACF
of the absolute returns, there is a clear tendency of autocorrelation, since all
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Figure 5.2: Autocorrelation of the normal return series
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the values in the plot are outside the 95% confidence interval. This is a clear
indication of volatility clusters i.e. that the large absolute returns are most
likely followed by another large return, either positive or negative.

In order to get better estimates of risk, it is therefore important to note
that

• if the returns are not iid. then the Basel II measure of volatility will
substantially under-estimate the risk and therefore it needs to be ad-
justed to take account of the autocorrelations in returns.

• to forecast volatility the Basel II model used historical data alone -
without taking into account the likelihood of history not repeating it-
self.

This raises several more interesting issues when looking at the normal
subsamples characteristics. In order to improve the VaR predictions, the
following drawbacks must be dealt with

• the forecast of the volatility is simply taken to be an estimate based on
the past volatility, since the underlying assumptions in the model are
that returns are iid,

• the choice of data window, which in the Basel II model is 252 days, is
not optimized in any way, i.e. the forecasts produced rely heavily on
this length of window,

• following a large market move, the volatility forecasts will exhibit ghost-
ing feature(s) of that large return, which will severely bias the volatility
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forecast. The affect of this bias will depend on the size of the data win-
dow.

the affect of this bias will depend on the size of the data window.
A way of addressing the issues above would be to use a different un-

derlying distribution as discussed earlier and estimate the future risk in a
more dynamic way. Estimating the volatility by the use of a generalized au-
toregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model can ultimately
lead to better volatility predictions3. GARCH models are commonly used in
modelling financial time series which exhibit time-varying volatility cluster-
ing. Because of this it seems like a good alternative to combine with a fitted
distribution.

The main difference from the simple moving average method as proposed
by Basel is that the forecasts made from GARCH are not equal to an esti-
mate based on the past volatility. Instead volatility can be higher or lower
than the average over the short term because GARCH estimates take the
error in its past predictions into account. Thereby sudden shocks will have
an indirect effect on later predictions.

Modelling the variance by the use of GARCH however has its draw-
backs. A GARCH model is good when modelling financial data which ex-
hibits volatility clustering but when the returns become very disperse, it
becomes more troublesome. This is due to the fact that when extreme move-
ments occur, these are beyond the scope of those captured by the Gaussian
or t-distribution. This happens when the distribution is unable to assign a
reasonable probability to the extreme event. At that point, one powerful
solution of this problem is to introduce Extreme Value Theory.

5.2 The extreme subsample

As was the case with the normal sample, the returns in the extreme sample
ere also found to violate the Gaussian distribution assumption. Table 5.2
supports the Jarque-Bera test from section 4.5.3 by showing the first four
moments of the extreme sample.

3[17]
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Table 5.2: The extreme samples first four moments
Mean Std. dev. Skewness Kurtosis
-0.22% 1.78% -0.32 7.9

As was the case with the normal sample, the return series of the extreme
sample also show to have fatter tails than assumed by the Gaussian distri-
bution. However, the empirical distribution is asymmetric. This means that
a distribution such as the t-distribution cannot be used to model this return
series.

By looking at the kurtosis it is seen that for the extreme sample it is
actually lower than what was the case for the normal sample, which was
shown in table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: Histograms and QQ plots of the extreme returns
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Figure 5.3 shows both the histogram and the QQ-plot of the extreme
return series. It should be noted that the distribution of returns in the
extreme sample is very disperse and unevenly distributed and that this is
especially the case in the tails. When this is the case, there will be a tendency
for lower moments. Also because the standard deviation is larger in the
extreme sample than in the normal one, this will tend to lower both the
skewness and the kurtosis. Because of these technicalities, it can be a good
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idea to show both the calculated moments but also clarify these findings with
a figure as done here.

It is important to note that the dispersion of the returns can be a problem
when trying to model the tail distribution which can prove to be problematic,
because solid data for each tail is needed in order to get good estimates.

In order to give an accurate estimate of the VaR under extreme market
conditions, an asymmetric fat-tailed distribution is needed. Further note that
the dispersion in the ends of the histogram in figure 5.3 makes it considerably
more difficult to model the tails of the distribution. This is especially the
case when the 5% and 95% quantile or higher are to be estimated, judging
from the QQ-plot4.

Because of this we need a model, which is particularly good at estimating
asymmetric tail-distribution.

The Ljung-Box test in chapter 4 found that correlation between returns
was present in the extreme sample of returns. The two plots in figure 5.4
support this finding. The plots show the autocorrelation for both returns
and absolute returns of the extreme sample. Although the correlation of the
returns is only significant until at least the second lag, there is clear evidence
of autocorrelation of the absolute value of returns.

Figure 5.4: Autocorrelation of the extreme return series
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As in section 5.1, this is a clear violation of the iid. assumption, indi-

4This is approximately equal to the area below the -2 and above the +2 standard
normal quantiles in figure 5.3
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cating that returns instead follow some stationary process. A more optimal
model therefore needs to relax this assumption in order to provide good and
solid estimates of the future risk.

Summing up an optimal model should be able to model tails individ-
ually and accurately, even though observations were found to be unevenly
distributed. Further because returns were found to follow some underlying
stationary process, the optimal model to describe extreme markets would
preferably not make the assumption that returns are iid. or find a way
around this issue.

One such model could be found using extreme value theory (EVT). Such
models have the advantage of allowing for some extrapolation between obser-
vations. This is a clear advantage, since returns were found to be somewhat
disperse. Further it can be used to model tails individually.

As such, the model gives no directions as how to estimate the distribution
below the tails. This, however, is of little concern, since it is the tails which
we are interested in modelling in order to get as accurate VaR estimates as
possible.

5.3 Conclusion

This chapter shows that the characteristics of the normal market could be
well captured by a t-distribution, due to the fact that such a distribution has
fatter tails than the common Gaussian distribution.

In order to deal with the empiric clustering of data, a GARCH estimate
of the volatility could prove efficient. Such a model has the advantages of
factoring the error term of past predictions into its future estimates. Because
of this, it could prove efficient when dealing with heteroskedastic data, which
further exhibits clustering.

As was a characteristic for the normal market, the extreme market also
exhibits fatter tails than what the Gaussian distribution predicts. However,
it has been shown that the extreme market is skewed meaning that the t-
distribution is not applicable.

A branch in extreme value theory, known as peaks-over-threshold, could
prove efficient in estimating the extreme tail distributions. Further, the POT
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allows for some extrapolation between returns which seems highly relevant
as the empiric distribution of returns is somewhat disperse.

The following chapter discusses both the theoretical and practical foun-
dation behind using a GARCH model in estimating future volatility. Also
the limitations of the model will be commented on.

In chapter 7, the concept of EVT will be presented. In the setup de-
scribed, a framework under extreme value theory called peaks-over-threshold
(POT) will be elaborated upon. The POT framework uses a generalized
pareto distribution (GPD) and fits this GPD to the empiric distribution over
some threshold using a maximum likelihood estimator.
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Chapter 6

GARCH Modelling

In this chapter, the theory and implementation of the estimation of volatil-
ity using a generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity model
(GARCH), is discussed. Compared to earlier risk models, this method of-
fers more dynamic volatility estimates. We test two similar GARCH models;
one model which assumes a Gaussian distribution for the residuals and one
which assumes residuals to follow a standardized symmetrical student-t dis-
tribution.

The chapter begins with an introduction of GARCH and its usefulness
when modelling VaR under normal market conditions. In section 6.1.1,
the empirical data is filtered using a GARCH(1,1) with a fitted underlying
student-t distribution. Results and findings are commented upon.

After the initial GARCH filtration, using an underlying student-t distri-
bution, it is found that even though the results look promising, this method
has its drawbacks, which are outlined in section 6.2. The concluding remarks
are found in the end of this chapter.

Most of this chapter builds on the theory of a large variety of general
time series analysis literature. The most profound literature inspiration in
this chapter comes from the work of [17], [3] and [4].
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6.1 The GARCH model

Volatility modelling has been through a major development since introduced
by Engle in 1982 and Bollerslev in 1986. As stated in [14] there are literally
thousands of papers applying GARCH models to financial time series. Many
authors have proposed that a simple GARCH often is sufficient to achieve
good results. One of these is [3]. The statement is supported by the findings
in this chapter1.

As seen in chapter 4, even though the empirical data was divided into a
normal and extreme sample, fluctuations still occur in the normal subsample.
However, since the normal market is more stable, compared to the extreme
market, the GARCH methodology should produce very satisfactory results.

Although both the unconditional and the conditional variance are a mea-
sure of volatility, they are quite different. In order to understand the signifi-
cance of the GARCH modelling technique, it is important to understand the
difference between these two.

The unconditional variance does not take the current market trends into
account, but can instead be considered as an average variance measure. The
conditional variance takes the market movements leading up to the point
of estimation into account. Because of this difference, a conditional risk
measure will be superior when dealing with heteroskedastic return series.

As seen in chapter 5, the underlying assumption about returns being iid.,
was highly unrealistic due to its heteroskedastic behaviour and the autocorre-
lation of returns. Because of this, a conditional volatility estimate will prove
better as a risk forecast.

In chapter 4 it was seen that under the normal market conditions, the
VaR estimates for both VaR− and VaR+ could be improved if modelled under
a distribution with fatter tails. The student-t distribution is a distribution
fitted to the empirical data using a MLE approach. By using a MLE ap-
proach to fit the distribution and incorporate this in the GARCH model, a
much better risk estimate can be obtained which will lead to improved and
more dynamic VaR estimates.

1We have tested a variety of GARCH models and ranked each model by the use of
Schwarz Information Criterion. The most simple model, the GARCH(1,1), proved to be
the best when using a fitted student-t distribution.
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In the following it is assumed that returns can be written as

Xi = µi + σiZi (6.1)

where σ2
i is the conditional variance and is defined as

σ2
i = α0 + α1ε

2
i−1 + β1σ

2
i−1 (6.2)

In equation 6.2, ε is the error term. This is the difference between the
estimated return and the actual realized return.ε is also known as the resid-
uals.

In practice, ε is considered strict white noise meaning that it has an ex-
pected value of zero, but is allowed to vary around the mean with a standard
deviation of σ. This makes it follow a conditional normal process.It is be-
cause of this error term that the GARCH estimation technique is considered
conditional. The reason for this is, that when markets experience large, un-
expected shocks, these are captured by ε and factored into the following days
σ estimate.

From equation 6.2 it is further seen that the impact which ε has on the
σ estimate is influenced by an α1 term. Likewise, historic σ estimates are
influenced by β1. Also the term α0 influence the estimate of future risk.

It is possible to analyse the error in the GARCH model. This is done
by looking at the standardized residuals, also known as the innovations, Z.
These can be calculated as

Zi = εi/σi

Zi are strict white noise innovations drawn from some underlying distri-
bution function. Plotting the ACF for the residuals will indicate if there is
any autocorrelation. Since the residuals are assumed to be white noise, they
should be uncorrelated.

If no assumptions are made with respect to the underlying distribution of
Xi, it is assumed that the conditional variance is conditional on the informa-
tion set. This means that Xi can be estimated using the past observations
and its distribution up until i− 1.

The GARCH model’s parameters are assigned certain constraints. These
are
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α1 + β1 < 1 (6.3)

α0 > 0

α1 ≥ 0

β1 ≥ 0

These constraints are needed to ensure that the unconditional variance
is finite and positive and also ensures that the conditional variance always
is positive. Each parameter has its own interpretation of how it impacts the
volatility in a GARCH model.

• α1 is the GARCH’s error parameter and measures the reaction of the
conditional volatility to market shocks. This means that having a large
α1 will result in a volatility which is very sensitive to market shocks.

• β1 is the GARCH lag parameter. β1 measures the persistence of the
conditional volatility.

• the sum of α1 and β1 determines how long a fluctuation will stay in the
forecast. Therefore the higher the sum, the longer will such a market
fluctuation be incorporated in the σ forecast.

• α0 is the constant parameter and together with the sum α1 and β1
it determines the level of the long-term average volatility. This value
is typically very small for long data horizons. Also α0 ensures that
volatility is positive.

The GARCH parameters are estimated by maximizing the value of the
log likelihood estimator (MLE). When optimizing a GARCH model that has
an error process following a conditional Gaussian distribution, the function
that is maximized is a test statistic of

lnL(Θ) = −1

2

I∑
i=1

(
ln(σ2

i ) +
εi
σi

2
)

(6.4)

where Θ = α0, α1, β1 which are the parameters in the conditional variance
equation. The MLE function finds the set of parameters that maximizes the
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Table 6.1: Estimated GARCH parameters
t-GARCH(1,1) Gaussian-GARCH(1,1)

α0 3.084 · 10−7 2.808 · 10−7

α1 0.04398 0.04516
β1 0.95023 0.95046
DoF 9.48

probability of observing the returns observed. The estimates of Θ are re-
ported in table 6.1.

As stated in table 5.1, the skewness of the normal sample was indicating a
symmetrical distribution, but with a much higher kurtosis than the Gaussian
distribution.

Table 6.1 reports the parameters for two types of GARCH models. The
setup for these two models differs by assuming different distributions for the
residuals ε.

For the t-GARCH model, they are assumed to follow a standardized sym-
metrical student-t distribution, whereas residuals in the Gaussian-GARCH
are assumed to be Gaussian distributed. It is seen that the results for the
two models are almost identical. This is because a symmetrical student-t-
distribution bears some resemblance with the Gaussian distribution. Recall
that the DoF plays an important role in the student-t distribution. A high
DoF will result in a distribution that reassembles the Gaussian, whereas a
low DoF will result in a distribution with very fat tails. With respect to the
VaR-calculation, these findings give different results. This will be explained
later in section 6.1.1.

The results in table 6.1 show that the sum of α1 and β1 are 0.99421 and
0.99562 for the t-GARCH and Gaussian-GARCH model respectively.

It is seen that the sum is close to 1. This means that the models forecast
to a large extent incorporates market fluctuation. This is in line with the
general findings that markets are in fact heteroskedastic and returns there-
fore do not follow a stationary process.

A test off whether this volatility model has adequately captured all of the
persistence in the variance of returns can be done in several ways. One is to
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look at the ACF-plot of the standardized residuals. If the model is adequate,
the standardized residuals should then be serially uncorrelated. Another way
is to look at the Ljung-Box-Pierce Q-Test. Both are shown below. Note that
a B = 0 is an indication of the residuals being serially uncorrelated.

Table 6.2: Ljung-Box-Pierce Q-Test
B p-value Test-statistic Critical Value

ε/σ 0 0.261 12.39 18,307
0 0.267 18.00 24,996
0 0.059 31.00 31,410

The Ljung-Box-Pierce Q-Test indicates that the standardized residuals
are indeed serially uncorrelated, which is also illustrated in figure2 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Autocorrelation of the standardized residuals
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2This graph is almost identical for the t-GARCH and Gaussian-GARCH model, hence
only one model, the t-GARCH, is shown.
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6.1.1 GARCH results

One of the differences between the Basel II and GARCH model is that the
returns are not assumed to be iid. in the GARCH model. In table 6.3 below,
the assumptions behind the GARCH model are illustrated.

Table 6.3: GARCH model assumptions

Estimate of the future risk ˆσ2
i = α0 + α1ε2i−1 + β1σ2

i−1
Distribution of returns r ∼ tDoF ;
Assumption εi - iid.;

Note that the estimate of the future risk, σ, is related to different points
in time. This is what makes the process non-iid.

Having estimated the parameters of the GARCH model, it is fairly easy
to estimate VaR. Using the setup in [3] and [15], V aRα can, for the t-GARCH
model, then be calculated as

V aRi;α = πi ·
(
µ+ σt−1v ·

√
(v − 2)/v(α)

)
, (6.5)

where tv is the standard t distribution with v DoF. In equation 6.5, the
quantile has to be scaled by a factor of

√
(v − 2)/v. By the use of MLE, the

optimal DoF on a 99% confidence level is found to be 6.03.

In figure 6.2, it is seen that, compared to the Basel II model, the VaR
estimates are significantly improved with the use of the t-GARCH estimates.
In total, 70 violations of the t-GARCH VaR− and 77 violations of GARCH
VaR+ are found, implying a failure rate of 1.00% and 1.10% respectively,
which should be compared to the failure rates for the Basel II model, which
were 0.84% and 1.13%. These failure rates indicate that the t-GARCH model
captures the heteroskedastic behaviour of the data. The resulting failure rates
using both the t-GARCH estimates and the Gaussian estimates are reported
in tables 6.4 and 6.5.

Figure 6.3 also reveals the GARCH model’s superiority in adapting to new
market information, compared to the Basel model. An illustrative example
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Figure 6.2: GARCH and Basel II esitmated VaR
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Figure 6.3: Sub sample of model
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of this is seen around observation 1.700-2.000, where the Basel estimates are
very high for a long time, whereas the GARCH’s VaR-estimates adapt much
faster.

Table 6.4: Violations of conditional t-GARCH model
VaR− VaR+

Violations 70 77
Failure rate 1.00% 1.10%
Sample size 6999

Table 6.5: Violations of conditional Gaussian-GARCH model
VaR− VaR+

Violations 62 67
Failure rate 0.88% 0.96%
Sample size 6999

The fact that the large shocks in figure 6.2 are not captured by the model,
should not be regarded as an error in the model. This is due to the fact that
the confidence level was set to 99%, meaning that on an average, 1% of
the losses and gains will be larger than the estimated VaR. It is seen, how-
ever, that the heteroskedastic behaviour is to a large extent captured by the
model, even though the model is not suitable when dealing with series ex-
hibiting sudden extreme jumps.

Table 6.6: Conditional Coverage Test of t-GARCH model
VaR− VaR+

LRuc 1.217 0.956
LRin −146.135 −63.366
LRcc −144.918 −62.410

Table 6.6 shows the log-likelihoods of the conditional coverage tests, which
were also presented earlier. It is seen that the failure rate of both VaR− and
VaR+ is accurate. However, for the independency and conditional coverage
test, negative values are obtained. This is due to a very low number of vio-
lations, followed by another violation i.e. parameter n11. Since the extreme
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subsample has not been included in this chapter, most of the outliers (of
the returns) have been eliminated in this model. Given the lesser amount
of extreme returns in the dataset, this is why a low number of repetitive
violations occur in the model.

6.2 Shortcommings of GARCH

The conditional approach to calculate the volatility by estimating σ, using a
GARCH framework, has several drawbacks. The distribution of the residu-
als has been used to effectively estimate a given conditional quantile of the
actual return distribution, given the GARCH estimated σ is based on nor-
mal market condition. This makes the model able to incorporate a market
movement much faster than was seen in the Basel model. It also means that
the model is able to produce satisfactory results, as far as it is based on
the normal market condition, or in other words, that the model is able to
produce a near-perfect failure rate for VaR− and VaR+.

Because the GARCH model uses past prediction errors to forecast future
volatility, it will react one day too late to market shocks. But because the
model assumes that returns follow a stationary process, the perseverance
of such a market shock makes the model very applicable, when returns are
non-iid.

Since this could prove insufficient in some scenarios, it could be interest-
ing to incorporate a more forward-looking volatility estimate. More of this
issue will be discussed in chapter 8.

As seen in section 6.1.1, GARCH models are best used under relatively
stable market conditions3, making filtering and forecasting more difficult
when using long data horizons. Although GARCH is designed to explic-
itly model time-varying conditional variances, they often fail to capture very
irregular phenomena, such as sudden jumps, and other highly irregular events
that can lead to significant structural change. This limitation should be kept
in mind.

3[11]
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Another issue when using GARCH to model the volatility is, that the lev-
els of the estimated σ can change rather suddenly. This means that the model
will quickly adapt to changes in the market, but this can also lead to large
changes in the one day VaR estimate. A consequence of this could be that a
company would have to restructure their portfolios levels daily in an unben-
eficial manner. The following example taken from [14] explains this scenario
well: Assume a trader has a VaR risk limit based on a 1-day GARCH model
and that the position starts slightly below the VaR limit. A large movement
in the market risk factor will then increase the GARCH volatility, thereby in-
creasing the VaR of the actual position that could well exceed the VaR limit.
Normally, the position should be cut to decrease the VaR below its limit. The
trader, however, will protest that the position has not changed and that this
spike in volatility is temporary anyway.

6.3 Conclusion

GARCH modelling was introduced to achieve better VaR-estimates under
normal market conditions, where returns should be considered non-iid.

Two GARCH models have been tested, namely a t-GARCH and a Gaussian-
GARCH. For the t-GARCH model, the residuals were assumed to follow a
standardized symmetrical student t distribution and in the Gaussian-GARCH
the residuals were assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution. Of the two,
the t-GARCH model was found superior.

This method of modelling volatility has a strong advantage compared to
the Basesl II model, since it captures the heteroskedasticity in the data series
and allows for fatter-tails. However, it also has some drawbacks.

The drawback of using GARCH models is that it reacts with a one day
lag. This is in particular a problem if data are iid. It should also be noted that
GARCH models will bring a lot of movement in the one day VaR forecast,
making the risk forecasts likely to fluctuate.
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Chapter 7

Extreme value theory

In this chapter a method under extreme value theory (EVT) called peaks-over-
threshold (POT) is described. This methodology allows for more accurate
estimation of tail distributions of returns than our previous model.

The chapter starts with a brief presentation of EVT and an explanation
of why this way of modelling VaR is particularly useful under extreme market
conditions. In section 7.2, the theoretical justification behind the POT model
is explained and the methodology is tested on the empirical data. Further
the results and findings are commented upon.

Section 7.3 explains an extension of the basic POT model which allows
conditional estimation of VaR.

In section 7.4 we explain the theoretical and practical shortcomings of
both EVT models. We end the chapter with the concluding remarks.

In this chapter we find, that although EVT and the underlying generalized
pareto distribution (GPD) is a theoretically powerful way of modelling tail
distributions, it is critical to have large data samples in order to get reliable
estimates.

Having noted this, our findings suggest that a conditional POT approach
gives more accurate estimates of the tail distribution of returns than a sta-
tionary POT model.

Even though this conditional model is not much more difficult to imple-
ment, it seems somewhat superior to the unconditional model. However, it
does seem somewhat more conservative.

The conditional POT model should be seen as a strong alternative to the
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Basel II model, because it provides more accurate tail estimates of the distri-
bution, while taking the heteroskedasticity of financial markets into account.

Much of this chapter builds on the work of [4]. For more literature on the
subject, see [15] and [9].

7.1 EVT as a risk management tool

In chapter 4 it was shown that under both normal and extreme market con-
ditions, very large positive or negative returns will occur occasionally. Fur-
thermore, given the difference in distribution and the general behaviour of
the returns, each market has to be modelled differently. Because the extreme
market by definition is more volatile than the normal market, a lot more mass
will be found in the tails of the return distribution. This was easily seen from
figure 5.3.

Broadly speaking, there are two methods or models under EVT: the block
maxima and the peaks-over-threshold (POT) model. Both methods are used
in order to model high quantiles of the underlying data’s distribution. Of-
ten this means the tails above the 95% confidence level. Because the block
maxima model requires a much larger sample space than the POT model in
order to give accurate estimates, and because the POT model is considered
more useful as a practical tool, we will focus on a fully parametrical class of
the POT model.

Because the POT model uses a generalized pareto distribution (GPD)
which is fitted to the empirical tail distribution, it makes more efficient use
of both extrapolation and interpolation than distributions which are fitted
to the entire data set. Having properly estimated the tails, it is possible
to set a threshold which defines the quantile from which VaR is estimated.
This way it is possible to get more accurate tail estimates than if a standard
distribution such as the Gaussian distribution had been applied.

Because large losses tend to have a devastating effect on companies under
extreme markets, the importance of having accurate risk estimates becomes
even more paramount under extreme conditions. Also, because these returns
were found to be somewhat dispersely distributed, the GPD should prove
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particularly accurate because it allows for more accurate extra- and interpo-
lation between returns.

As opposed to the Gaussian distribution the GPD is a distribution which
is fitted to the empirical observations using a maximum likelihood approach.
This means that the GPD results in much better estimates of the risks, when
the data does not resemble a given distribution. Moreover, since each tail
of the distribution must be modelled individually, this approach allows for
asymmetric tail distribution which will give better estimates of VaR− and
VaR+.

An underlying assumption of the POT is that returns over the given
threshold are iid. This is a problem, because the previous analysis in chapter
5 showed that this was not necessarily the case.

Therefore, a second model will be introduced in section 7.3. This model
incorporates GARCH modelling as a way to take the conditionality of volatil-
ity into account.

In the next section the simple EVT POT model is introduced.
Because the methodology of EVT builds on sometimes rather complicated

mathematics, the relevance of the model as well as its practical implication
to risk management will continuously be elaborated upon.

7.2 The POT model

As noted in the introduction, the GPD is a distribution function which must
be optimized using a maximum-likelihood approach. The general form of the
GPD is given by

Gξ,β(x) =

{
1− (1 + ξx/β)−1/ξ if ξ 6= 0

1− exp(−x/β) if ξ = 0

where β > 0, x ≥ 0 when ξ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ −β/ξ when ξ < 0. The pa-
rameters ξ and β are the ones to be estimated, using a maximum likelihood
approach.

The two parameters β and ξ, which defines the GPD are known as the
scale and shape parameters. When ξ = 0 the GPD describes the Gaussian
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distribution. In the case where ξ > 0, this implies that the distribution is
heavy tailed and therefore the tail decays slower than the Gaussian distribu-
tion.

Because financial time series are often characterized by having heavy tails,
ξ will most often be greater than 0. Therefore the first case of the GPD is
the most relevant.

In order to understand the scale parameter β, it may be thought of as a
parameter which defines the location of the distribution, similar to the mean
for the Gaussian distribution.

The mean of the GPD is defined as

e(x) = β/(1− ξ) (7.1)

One characteristic of the GPD is that when ξ > 0 then E[xk] = ∞ for
k ≥ 1/ξ. This means that the k’th moment is infinite when ξ takes such a
value that k ≥ 1/ξ.

If further analysis of for instance the variance of the distribution was of
particular interest, it should therefore be noted that this is not possible if
1/ξ > 2.

Assuming returns can be explained by an unknown distribution function
F , it is said that

F (x) = P (X < x)

Following standard statistics which state that P (A|B) = P (A,B)/P (B)
the corresponding excess distribution above the threshold u can be explained
by equation 7.2.

Fu(y) = P (X − u ≤ y|X > u) =
F (y + u)− F (u)

1− F (u)
(7.2)
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for 0 ≤ y < x0 − u, where x0 is the natural endpoint of the distribution
F1.

This means that for a given threshold defined as u, the distribution of
the returns exceeding u can be estimated focusing only on u and the excess
return y.

Given the GPD and equation 7.2 [1] and [12] show that

lim
u→x0

sup
0≤y<x0−u

|Fu(y)−Gξ,β(u)(y)| = 0 , where β(u) = β + ξu. (7.3)

From this follows that

Fu(y) ≈ Gξ,β(u)(y) (7.4)

Thereby it is possible to use the GPD to approximate the unknown dis-
tribution function above the threshold u given the factors β and ξ. In other
words, if it is possible to find a suitable threshold from which F can be ap-
proximated by a GPD, it will be possible to calculate the probability that a
given return will exceed our set limit.

From equation 7.3 it is seen that β(u) = β + ξu. This implies that for
different thresholds there are a linear relationships between β(u) and the
GPD.

This further means that given β and ξ, it is possible to model any un-
known distribution function exceeding the initial threshold.

The important question is therefore, what the initial threshold should be.
That is, what is the smallest value of u from which the GPD will be a good

1Remember that using previous terminology, the right end point will be the maximum
possible loss. Therefore x0 = 1.

In what follows note that by denoting losses as negative values and gains as positive
values, it is possible to model the tail of the gains using this EVT POT setup instead. In
this case x0 =∞.
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approximation of the distribution of the excess returns i.e. the distribution
of the tail(s)?

It is important to remember that each tail must be estimated individu-
ally, since it was found that the empirical distribution is asymmetrical. In
practice this is done by first estimating the gains side, using only the positive
returns and thereafter the loss side, using only the negative returns.

By using a sample mean excess plot it is possible to graphically show the
GPD’s ability to approximate the tail(s). The reason for this is explained
below.

Equation 7.1 showed that the mean of the GPD could be calculated as
e(x) = β/(1− ξ). Using this knowledge and the fact that β(u) = β + ξu the
theoretical excess mean over the threshold u can be calculated as

e(u) = E(X − u|x > u)⇒

=
β(u)

1− ξ
=
β + ξu

1− ξ
(7.5)

Because the GPD is only an approximation equation 7.5 will not nec-
essarily be equal to the empirical excess mean. However, it shows that if
equation 7.5 is in fact an approximation of the excess mean, then it holds
that the sample excess mean2 must follow an approximate linear trend. If
this is not the case then the GPD fails to describe the empirical distribution
and can therefore not be used as an approximation of the tail(s).

Below, a sample mean excess plot is shown. This plot gives an illustrative
representation of the expected mean above the threshold for observations ex-
ceeding the given threshold. The sample excess mean is therefore calculated
as

en(u) =

∑n
i=1(Xi − u)I{Xi>u}∑n

i=1 I{Xi>u}

where I is an indicator function.

2That is the empirical mean for the observed returns.
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Figure 7.1: Sample mean excess plots
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From figure 7.13 it is seen that for u− > 1.6% the sample mean excess
plot regarding the losses is represented by a linear upward-sloping trend.
Likewise, it is the case that for gains a linear trend is seen for thresholds
above 1.3%.

These findings indicate that a GPD will be able to describe the otherwise
unknown distribution function F of both losses and gains above the respec-
tive thresholds of 1.6% and 1.3%.

To find the optimal estimates of ξ and β a maximum likelihood test on
Gξ,β(x) must be conducted for both sides of the distribution. In either case
the test statistic is the log-likelihood of

ln L(ξ, β, Y1, ..., YNu) =
Nu∑
j=1

ln gξ,β(Yj)

= −Nu lnβ −
(

1 +
1

ξ

) Nu∑
j=1

ln (1 + ξ
Yj
β

) (7.6)

where Yj = X̃j−u and X̃j defines those returns exceeding our threshold u.

3Note that the largest points have been removed for illustrative purposes.
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Maximizing the likelihood of equation 7.6 s.t. β > 0, 1 + ξYj/β > 0 it
is possible to determine the best estimates of ξ and β. These estimates are
reported in table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Estimate GPD parameters
u ξ β 1/ξ Nu n

GPD− 0.016 0.36 0.0082 2.8 93 550
GPD+ 0.013 0.46 0.0064 2.2 74 550

Because both the thresholds and the shape parameters are different on
each side of the distribution, it is difficult to say anything conclusive about the
two GPD’s. However, it is seen that the parameters are not identical, which
was not expected given the difference in the found market characteristics.
Further it should be noted that ξ is actually higher for GPD+ than for
GPD−. This implies a heavier tailed distribution on the gains side. However,
the higher β for GPD− indicates that realized outcomes above the respective
thresholds on the loss side tend to be larger in general than is the case on
the gains side.

These findings are identical with what was seen in chapter 4. Here the
unconditional coverage test and the test for independency of violations in
table 4.5 shows that on an average, the losses will tend to be larger than the
gains in an extreme market. Other tests showed that the sample is negatively
skewed. These facts are therefore reflected in the respective β and ξ values.

Note that because 1/ξ < 2, the variance is in this case finite.

7.2.1 POT - results

Before the findings are illustrated, recall the assumptions behind this partic-
ular POT model.

As for the Basel II model, it is assumed that returns, particularly those
found in the tails, can be said to be iid. However, nothing is said about the
actual distribution of these returns other than they can be approximated by
a GPD fit to the empirical evidence. This indirectly assumes that the past
is a good indicator for the future.

The big difference from the Basel II model is that this model fits a GPD
to each tail individually. It will later become clear that this model indirectly
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Table 7.2: POT model assumptions
Distribution of returns r ∼ E(GPDξ,β);
Implicit assumption r - iid.;

Constant volatility;

assumes volatility to be more or less constant over time.

Having estimated the parameters of the GPD, VaR is easily estimated.
As an extension of the work in [4], V aRα can then be calculated as

V aRi;α = πi

[
u+

β

ξ

((
1− α
F̄ (U)

)−ξ
− 1

)]
(7.7)

where F̄ (U) ≈ Nu

n
. This assumes that Nu

n
is the general frequency with

which the returns will exceed the chosen threshold.
Since Nu

n
is assumed to be the frequency with which u is considered ex-

ceeded, it is not possible to estimate VaR for α values which are lower that
this general frequency of exceedence. It is therefore a further criterion that
α ≥ Nu

n
. Turning to table 7.1 it is seen that these levels are in fact upheld

and that estimation of VaR is therefore possible at the 99% confidence level
for both VaR− and VaR+.

Calculating VaR for losses and profits respectively, we have that

V aR−;i;α = πi

[
0.016 +

0.0082

0.36

((
1− α

93/550

)−0.36
− 1

)]
= 0.0727πi

V aR+;i;α = πi

[
0.013 +

0.0064

0.46

((
1− α

74/550

)−0.46
− 1

)]
= 0.0639πi

This can be interpreted as with 99% confidence, a loss (gain) on our
portfolio greater than 7.27% (6.39%) will not be experienced under extreme
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market conditions.

By scaling these VaR estimates by the portfolio values at time i the actual
VaR value is found. In figure 7.2 the POT estimated VaR is shown as well
as our initial Basel II estimates for comparison.

Figure 7.2: GPD and Basel II esitmated VaR
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The figure shows that compared to the Basel II model, significantly dif-
ferent and better estimates are provided using extreme value theory to model
the distribution of the tails.

Further analysis of the data behind figure 7.2 shows 9 violations of the
POT estimated VaR− and 6 violations of VaR+ implying a failure rate of
1.64% and 1.09% respectively. These should be compared to the failure rates
for the Basel II model found in section 4.4. Here failure rates of 15.30% and
9.47% were found.

From figure 7.2, it is also seen that there is a rather large gap between
both VaR estimates and some of the P/L’s. While this may seem as an in-
accuracy of the model, this is actually not the case. This gap only reminds
us that the VaR is in fact calculated at the 99% confidence level. Because of
this, only around 1% of the observations should ideally lie at or above (be-
low) VaR− (VaR+). Had the estimated VaR followed the P/L’s more closely,
this should however raise red flags because it would most certainly indicate
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a serious model error.

Looking at the figure, one important question appears. Why are the
estimated VaR’s so stable over time - even though they should capture the
behaviour of a very volatile sample? And also, why does the estimated VaR
tend to decrease (increase) in the last part of our observation period, where
it is known that volatility increased significantly?

In order to answer the first question, recall that the GPD was estimated
using the full history of observations. Therefore, the plot is actually an in-
sample comparison of VaR and P/L. Because of this and because of the low
number of extreme observations in the sample, the relatively large amount of
high valued P/L’s (for instance those seen doing the financial crisis) greatly
affects our GPD estimates. This is the primary reason why the estimated
VaR’s in figure 7.2 seem fairly stable. Even though the GPD was not esti-
mated iteratively, it does suggest that very large observations have a very
high impact on the estimation of the general market volatility, and that this
is a very important limitation of the model, because it hence fails to capture
the current market volatility. This could easily mean that this particular
setup in fact is not capable of giving accurate estimates in markets which are
particularly fluctuating.

This is also seen in the last part of the observation period where VaR−
(VaR+) suddenly decreases (increases), even though market volatility is known
to be increasing in this period. All common sense would therefore state
increasing (decreasing) VaR levels. However, the model does not seem to
capture this trend. This is because the model only takes the α level quan-
tile and the current portfolio value into account, but not the current market
volatility. Had it been a more stable distribution, this might not have been
troublesome, but due to the fact that this particular return sample is some-
what disperse and unevenly distributed, and the fact that extreme markets
tend to fluctuate rather rapidly, this becomes a limitation of the model. Be-
cause of this, one can only conclude that this particular model does seem to
have some trouble providing accurate VaR estimates, even though the failure
rate proves differently.

The reason for this could very well be found in the unconditional approach
of the used POT. By assuming returns are drawn from the same distribution
at all points in time, it is also indirectly assumed that volatility is constant
over time.

One way of making the model more dynamic would be to take an approach
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in which the GPD is estimated iteratively. With this approach it is worth
noting that the first series of GPD parameters estimates will have a very
high variance, since there are so few observations to base the estimates on.
In addition, this approach does actually not make the model conditional, as
it does not fully take the heteroskedasticity into account. The reason for this
is that the largest returns will continue to dominate the sample throughout
time.

Instead, the next section shows a conditional approach of the POT model
which does take the heteroskedasticity into account. This model is a tool to
estimate VaR in a heteroskedastic setting, which can be very useful when
estimating the risk associated with financial time series, which are non-iid.

Another shortcoming of the EVT POT model presented in this section
was the assumption that returns over the threshold u was iid. Sections 5.2
and 4.5.1 clearly showed that this was not the case.

The conditional approach about to be presented goes about this issue by
first estimating σ using a GARCH framework. The tail distributions of the
standardized residuals (which are commonly referred to as innovations) are
then estimated using the POT approach just described.

The distribution of the innovations can then be used effectively to es-
timate a given conditional high quantile of the actual return distribution,
given the GARCH estimated σ.

Combining the distribution of the innovations with the estimates σ val-
ues gives a risk estimate which technically has gone through a ’pre-whitening’
process and can therefore be considered iid.

In the next section it is explained exactly why this methodology is con-
sidered conditional and why this is preferred, compared to an unconditional
method.

7.3 The conditional POT model

It was shown in chapter 6 that a GARCH model can be used to estimate σ
over some horizon, when volatility is proven heteroskedastic. The conditional
EVT model about to be presented uses GARCH modelling combined with
POT as a way to estimate tail distribution in order to make conditional VaR
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forecasts.
In order to explain the model a brief recap of the GARCH(1,1) setup is

needed.

Assume that returns follow a stationary process which allows for the
return at time i Xi to be described as

Xi = µi + σiZi (7.8)

where

σ2
i = α0 + α1ε

2
i−1 + β1σ

2
i−1 (7.9)

Using a GARCH(1,1) it is possible to observe the residuals ε which is
the error term between the estimated σ and the realized σ. From here the
standardized residuals or innovations Z can be calculated as

Zi = εi/σi

These innovations tell something about how ”wrong” the previous GARCH
estimate of σi was. Compared to the residuals, the innovations explain the
ratio of the error. It is this factor that needs to be minimized in order to
have a successful GARCH model. In general, it will never be zero but on an
average, these values should be fairly low.

Making no assumption about the underlying distribution of returns, it is
assumed that FXi|fi−1

implying that the return at time i can be estimated
using past observations and its distribution. As a consequence, µi and σi can
be estimated from fi−1. The assumption is made that Zi is strict white noise
innovations drawn from some underlying distribution function G.

In [4] it is shown that

FXi+1|fi(x) = P (µi+1 + σi+1Zi+1 ≤ x|fi) = G((x− µi+1)/σi+1)
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This means that if the distribution function of the innovations G was
known to us, it would be possible to estimate tomorrows return, knowing x,
µi+1 and σi+1, where the latter is estimated from the GARCH process. x
is directly observable and µ can be estimated using some model or assumed
zero, as this will have little practical influence.

Because hereof it is possible to estimate the conditional return distri-
bution over a one day horizon by simply estimating the distribution of the
innovations G. Furthermore, because the primary interest is in the tails of
the innovations distribution, the framework of the POT shown in section 7.2
can be used to give accurate estimates hereof.

Because returns follow the stationary process in equation 7.8 and σ can
be calculated as in 7.9, it is seen that in order to estimate the return at time
i + 1 only knowledge of the distribution of the strict white noise process G
is needed.4

Using the above proposed approach, the estimation of VaR thus simplifies
to5

V aRi
α = µi+1 + σi+1qα(Z) (7.10)

where Z are the innovations from a quasi maximum likelihood approach
used to fit the GARCH(1,1).

The difference from the setup in section 7.2 is that by estimating the α
quantile of the innovation and scaling it with the estimated σ, this results in
a model that effectively takes the heteroskedastic nature of financial markets
into account, because the innovations are a measure of the average error term

4In practice we will assume µi to be zero. This is done for simplicity. However, we
stress that this has close to no influence on the overall results as volatility is the primary
factor of concern. Alternative forecast models could have been applied to provide estimate
of µ.

5Later we will estimate VaR using both a Gaussian and a t-distribution. Recall, that
in the case of the latter, the quantile has to be scaled by a factor of

√
(v − 2)/v where v

is the number of DF.
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of past estimates.

Using equation 7.6 to estimate β and ξ over the innovations Z the quantile
in 7.10 can be estimated using the part of equation 7.7 within the brackets []6

In the following the results from using this approach is shown and com-
mented upon.

7.3.1 Conditional POT - results

Before it is possible to estimate the conditional VaR, it must be checked
whether or not the innovations can be assumed to be white noise, as this is
an essential assumption in regard to the predictability of returns. Figure 7.3
shows the autocorrelation for the innovations over the threshold on each side
of the distribution.

Figure 7.3: Autocorrelation of the Gaussian distributed innovations
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Although there seems to be some tendency to autocorrelation on the loss
side, the assumption must overall be considered to be fulfilled.

Table 7.4 shows the sample mean plot for the innovations. This plot
further strengthens the belief that a GPD will be a fair approximation of the
distribution function G.

6The first estimate is made after having observed the first 200 extreme returns. Here-
after β, ξ, the innovations quantile and thereby VaR have been estimated iteratively. The
threshold has been set so that the number of high observations is equal to 80 at all point
in time. Because of this, Nu/n will at all points in time be greater than 0.99
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Figure 7.4: Innovations sample mean excess plots
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Setting the confidence level to 99% and estimating VaR for both the gains
and the losses side using equation 7.10, the figures in 7.5 show the conditional
VaR compared with the previously modelled extreme VaR, when Gaussian
as well as t-distributed residuals are assumed.

Figure 7.6 shows the absolute return from the underlying portfolio. By
comparing figure 7.6 with figure 7.5, it is easy to see the conditionality of the
model.

The failure rate of this model is found to be 0.55% and 0.18% for VaR−
and VaR+, respectively. This shows that the model tends to slightly over-
estimate the risk. Table 7.4 shows the log-likelihoods of the conditional cov-
erage tests, which was also presented in chapter 4. Because of the low number
of violations, the test for independency is close to zero or not available.

This test shows that even though the failure rate is very low, it is ac-
cepted on a 99% confidence level. However, on a 95% confidence level only
VaR− is accepted. From this it is seen that the risk estimates are somewhat
conservative. But despite of this, the plots clearly show this model’s ability
to capture the out-of-sample heteroskedasticity.
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Figure 7.5: Conditional POT estimated VaR
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Table 7.3: Violations of conditional POT model
VaR− VaR+

Violations 3 1
Failure rate 0.55% 0.18%
Sample size 549
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Figure 7.6: Absolute extreme returns
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Table 7.4: Conditional coverage test
VaR− VaR+

LRuc 1.37 5.61
LRin ≈ 0 n/a
LRcc ≈ 1.37 5.61
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7.4 Shortcomings of EVT

EVT in itself, and especially the way it was initially applied, made it very
stationary by construction. In this setting, a stationary return distribution
was used to model VaR. Section 7.2 showed that such an unconditional POT
approach had the shortcoming of assuming returns to be iid. However, be-
cause the risk estimate was not heteroskedastic and large observations have
a very high impact on the model estimates, the model generally tends to
over-estimate risk.

These shortcomings of the unconditional POT were fixed by introducing
GARCH modelling and combining this with the POT model. Using the in-
novations, it was possible to make fairly accurate estimates of the conditional
risk. Further, this model only assumed the innovations and not the returns
themselves to be iid. Moreover, this assumption was found to hold in practice.

When using the conditional as well as the unconditional POT model, it
should be noted that the choice of threshold can affect the accuracy of the
model and the variance of the parameters in the model in particular. This
was clearly illustrated with equation 7.4 which showed that the accuracy
of the approximated GPD increases as the threshold increases. However,
it should be noted that, as the number of observations increases, this issue
diminishes.

As a result, a large sample space is paramount for building accurate model
based on POT.

All in all it should be kept in mind that when modelling tail distributions
of returns over a given threshold, the estimates are very dependent on the
number of observations available to estimate the distribution. In all fairness
we must admit, that in this respect our sample is very limited. This does,
however, illustrate a real problem which practioneers will experience.

So even though the POT framework is well supported theoretically, a
problem arises when implemented in practice, because the power of the statis-
tics is lowered considerably in cases, such as ours, where data is limited.

One way to overcome this problem would be to fit the GPD to a series of
data, which captures the characteristics of the data we are trying to model.
However, it can be problematic to find data which has exactly the same
characteristics.
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Which drawback is most harmful (have insufficient but accurate data or
having a large observation space which is inaccurate) is a borderline judge-
ment, which should be made by the individual risk offices.

7.5 Conclusion

In order to get better estimate of VaR under extreme market conditions, this
chapter introduced EVT, focusing on POT modelling in both its uncondi-
tional and its conditional form.

POT uses a GPD in estimating left and right tail distributions over a
given threshold individually. It was found that choosing this threshold was
a balance between getting as accurate a GPD as possible by choosing a high
threshold, and setting the threshold low enough in order to lower the vari-
ance on the estimated GPD parameters.

While this holds true for both the unconditional and the conditional
model, the unconditional model was further limited by the fact that it as-
sumes returns over the threshold to be iid. and that it did not take the
heteroskedastic behaviour of financial returns series into account. As this is
a paramount error in the model, a conditional POT model was introduced.

Introducing the conditional POT model which use a GARCH(1,1) model
to estimate σ, it was shown how the standardized residuals from the GARCH
could be combined with the POT in order to take the heteroskedasticity into
account.

Even though the conditional POT model did provide a heteroskedastic
VaR estimate, the failure rates seemed somewhat low. However, tests showed
that they were in fact in line with the null hypothesis.

In general, EVT models require large observation sets in order to give
accurate estimates. The fact that the extreme data set used in this analysis
is somewhat limited, could be the reason for the low observed failure rates.
Although difficult, a way around this problem could be to include other data
series which capture some of the same characteristics as the original data set.
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In this chapter it was shown that POT modelling, and the conditional
POT modelling in particular, should be seen as a strong alternative to the
standard Basel II methodology of estimating VaR in an extreme market.
In particular it should be noted that using this approach allows for fat-
tailed asymmetrical distribution of returns. Together with the model’s abil-
ity to capture the heteroskedasticity of financial markets, the conditional
POT model’s ability to estimate VaR is superior to other VaR models in an
extreme setting.
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Chapter 8

The unforeseeability of market
conditions

In the previous sections it has been shown how to estimate measures of risk.
It has been shown that a standard GARCH(1,1) is an easily implemented
and efficient way of estimating the conditional volatility, which can be used
to estimate the VaR under what was defined as normal market conditions.

Further it was shown that the same GARCH(1,1) setup could be imple-
mented in an EVT approach to give fairly accurate estimates of the VaR
under extreme markets.

Both of these models build on theoretical sound assumptions which were
also shown to hold in practice.

Throughout the chapters, emphasis has been laid on the fact that these
models are in fact only qualified guesses given the state of the economy i.e.
there has been said nothing about how we as risk managers should be able
to foresee which market condition we will be in tomorrow and thereby which
type of model should be used.

It was shown that the normal market model (GARCH(1,1)) compared to
the extreme market model (conditional POT) estimate a significantly lower
VaR. In practice this means that the actual amount of tier 3 capital needed
is very dependent on the choice of model, which in turn greatly affects the
company’s earnings potential.

Since optimization of earnings must be assumed to be negatively corre-
lated with the capital cushion set for risk management purposes, it is impor-
tant to be aware of the state of the economy. The problem, however, is how
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to foresee if markets are about to change from normal to extreme or vise versa.

For this we cannot rely on statistical models such as those described in
the previous chapters. The reason for this is that these models by definition
are not forward looking but backwards looking. So given the market condi-
tion is known, or at least assumed to be fairly stable, the models will give an
accurate estimate of VaR. However, given a change in the market, it is very
plausible that the model will over- or underestimate tomorrow’s risk forecast.

Niels Bohr was once quoted saying: ”it is tough to make predictions, espe-
cially about the future”. Even though this quote seems corny and somewhat
humoristic it might be worthwhile to dwell upon.

The difficulties in prediction can easily be illustrated by the following
example taken from [18]. In [5] Michael Berry shows that in order to make
accurate predictions about as seemingly simple a game as billiard, great
precision in the predictions are needed.

Given the resistance of the table and the strength of the shot, it is fairly
simple to predict what will happen with the billiard balls on the first few
impacts. However, when predictions about the ninth impact are to be made
Berry shows that the gravitational pull of objects surrounding the table have
to be taken into account. In order to predict the 56th impact, every single
particle (as well as its movement leading up until this impact) in the universe
has to be factored into the equation!

Taking this example into account, it seems very narrow-minded to as-
sume that it is possible to make exact predictions about the future market
movements. Also recall that people play a dominant role in financial markets
which further complicates things given the irrational nature of man.

Knowing these obvious limitations of models, why are they so widespread?
The primary reason for this is, that they actually do give good estimates
given the assumptions are upheld. A failure in the ability to estimate risk
is therefore not in itself due to model errors. More often it is the failure to
recognize the models’ inability to explain the complexity of the world.

As noted earlier, models are ”just” a mere representation of the world,
given history will repeats itself. Therefore these sophisticated models will in
all probability fail to describe extreme deviations from the expected1 and this
is exactly what practitioners need to be aware of. [18] illustrates this with

1The expected being events which represent some similarity to historic occurrences.
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a ’turkey’ example, which with little imagination bears some resemblance to
say the financial crisis or the dot com bubble.

Consider a farm raising a turkey. This turkey is fed daily. At first the
turkey might be skeptical towards the friendliness of man. Over time the
confidence towards the people feeding it as well as the belief of being fed the
following day increases. This confidence grows over time as does the size of
the turkey. However, on the day of Thanksgiving - where the confidence is
at its highest - the turkey is in for a surprise. This turkey’s confidence is
illustrated in figure 8.1. Note the momentary resemblances with figure 8.2
which shows the portfolio value of an initial 100 million dollar investment in
the S&P500.

Figure 8.1: Turkey confidence
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The above example illustrates how a long series of observations do not
necessarily make you right. However, one outlier or extreme observation can
definitely make you wrong. These extreme deviations from the norm, or from
the expected, is what [18] refers to as Black Swans.

8.1 Black Swans

Black Swans are defined as being both an unexpected occurrence, while at
the same time having a large impact on, in our case, the financial markets.
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Figure 8.2: Portfolio value of the S&P500
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Likewise, market participants rationalize Black Swans by coming up with
explanations for it after they have occurred.

Taleb argues that the epistemic arrogance, which is the inability to know
our own limitations, leads us into thinking that large unexpected shocks can
be foreseen the next time around. However, because Black Swans occur
relative to our own expectations, and because we tend to rationalize them,
this makes us think that the world is less random than it actually is.

If this issue is not probably addressed, it can have serious consequences
because risk managers will then tend to blindly believe in their own (limited)
abilities and models, making them stand dumbstruck when yet another Black
Swan occurs.

Knowing this, one might ask how this will help us predict tomorrow’s risk.
The bad news is that it doesn’t. However, it helps us realize that models do
have limitations and that this knowledge makes us far better of, than had
we believed blindly in them.

Taleb’s main interest is to make us all see that the world is much more
random than what is commonly believed. This is done by highlighting the
pitfalls which stem from our epistemic arrogance. This thesis recognizes these
Black Swans, but at the same time argues that there are ways and methods
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which can to some degree help indicate which type of market we are in, and
where we are heading.

8.2 Available tools to foresee market changes

Because of the importance of applying the correct risk model, it is important
to be able to make qualified guesses about the future market development.
At least three tools are available for this

• daily returns,

• bid-ask spreads,

• and implied volatility.

In the previous chapters of this thesis, much attention has been drawn
to the distribution of returns and the ability to model these distributions.
Because returns are ex-post events, they are only a poor representative as
market indicators, because they do not say anything about the behaviour of
future markets.

Because returns are heteroskedastic and somewhat autocorrelated, they
can be used as a short-term indicator. If for instance a large absolute return
is realized, this could easily indicate future high absolute return. The reason
for this is that chapters 4 and 5 found returns to be correlated and to come
in clusters.

Such an indicator can thereby be used to give practitioners an idea of
which of the two proposed models to apply over a short time horizon. Solely
basing the choice of model on historical returns can prove difficult but also
dangerous. Because of this, the choice should be supported by measures
like for instance bid-ask spreads which indicate the current market liquidity
as well as implied volatility which indirectly measures the investors future
market-confidence.

Implied volatility is mostly used when dealing with derivatives. Deriva-
tives are influenced by numerous factors, where the volatility is the only factor
which cannot be observed directly in the market. The implied volatility is
calculated by setting the market price of an at-the-money option equal to its
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modelled value (theoretical correct value) and then solving for σ. In theory,
both out-of-the-money and in-the-money options could be used. However,
since at-the-money options are particularly vega sensitive, these provides the
most reliable volatility forecasts.

Assuming markets are fully efficient, this estimate should provide the best
guess of the future volatility. Therefore implied volatility can suit as an even
better estimate than traditional time series analysis, since it actually reacts
before a market fluctuation. It is, however, important to be aware that the
implied volatility measures the investors’ present expectations towards the
future volatility. This expectation will in all probability change over time.

One major drawback of using implied volatility as a risk forecast is the
lack of derivatives in specific markets. Not all financial assets are being
covered by the use of derivatives, but the development is growing. This could
make future risk management rely more heavily on implied parameters, since
these parameters contain lots of information about the price risk.

Although the implied volatility is not necessarily the true volatility of the
underlying stock, it can be a useful indicator of the future market-confidence.
This is because it measures the average investors expectation towards future
volatility. Because it is a measure of the average investors believe, the accu-
racy of the implied volatility can be assumed to increase with the liquidity
of the option in question.

Given a short time to maturity, the implied volatility is a good indicator
of the short term market development. Of course it will not be possible
to foresee large market shocks. The reason for this is, that if these were
foreeseable, investors would hedge their position to such an extent that the
shock would already had occured!

Even though it is not possible to foresee exactly when a market will move
from what was defined as a normal market to an extreme market, implied
volatility can give indications of increasing market stability and therefore
of markets moving away from the extreme and towards normal conditions.
In some instances the volatility term structure can also detect increasing
market instability. However, this will not be quite as good an indicator as
indications of markets stabilizing. A primary reason for this is due to hu-
man psychology where the fear of market crashes has a self-reinforcing effect.

In a normal market the best guess of the state of tomorrows market will
also be normal. This is because financial data was found to be heteroskedstic
and autocorrelated. However, because of the possibility of sudden market
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shocks, for instance Black Swans, it is necessary for the risk office to supply
extreme VaR estimates, in case of over-night market changes. When markets
are extreme, it will often be easier to foresee a change towards normal market
conditions. In these cases, implied volatility as well as bid-ask spreads will
give indications of increasing investor market-confidence. These indicators
can be used to the risk managers advantage, because it will allow him to
change from the more expensive POT model to the GARCH model.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

Our thesis has implemented the basic Basel II framework and concluded that
the Basel II benchmark model is not able to capture the market characteris-
tics of financial markets sufficiently. Further, it is found that a general better
performance is possible, if markets are divided into a normal and an extreme
market sample. However, the Basel II model is still not able to fully model
the individual market characteristics.

The most pronounced errors of the Basel II model is that it assumes re-
turns to follow the Gaussian distribution, while at the same time it uses a
rolling-years standard deviation as a forecast of the future risk. Because of
this, an underlying assumption of the model is that returns are iid. and
that financial markets therefore are homoskedastic. The reason why this is
troublesome is that the Gaussian distribution tends to underestimate the oc-
currences of large P/L’s and that the risk forecast tend to overestimate risk
due to ghosting. Further, because financial markets are in fact heteroskedas-
tic a lot of information is lost.

When the dataset is divided into a normal and an extreme sample, the
market characteristics of the two are found to differ. The normal market is
characterized by:

• returns having a high kurtosis,

• returns being non-iid.,

• and exhibiting autocorrelation.
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Since these are all violations of the assumptions behind the Basel II model,
a GARCH(1,1) model was introduced.

This model assumes the error terms in the estimation of σ to be iid. This
means that the actual σ estimates are allowed to follow a stationary process,
varying around the current market trend. Due to this, the resulting σ esti-
mates are heteroskedastic. Additionally, because an underlying t-distribution
can be assumed, it is possible to obtain very satisfactory results.

By using the Basel II model in a normal market setting, the failure rate
was found to be 0.84% for VaR− and 1.13% for VaR+. Although these
failure rates are in line with the confidence level, it was shown that the Basel
II model should be rejected altogether, because a series of assumptions was
violated. The GARCH(1,1) model, on the other hand, was fully accepted.
The failure rates of this model were 1.00% and 1.10% respectively.

With regard to the GARCH model, one of its shortcomings is its inability
to capture highly irregular phenomena, like sudden jumps. This shortcoming
should be kept in mind, if sudden structural changes occur in the market.
Further, as is the case for the POT, the GARCH risk estimates are actually
one-day lag estimates.

With respect to the extreme market, the most appreciable characteristics
are:

• returns having a high kurtosis, as well as being negatively skewed,

• returns being non-iid.,

• exhibiting autocorrelation,

• and that returns were more scattered in the tails.

Because of the need for a model which takes the heteroskedasticity of
financial markets into account, a conditional POT model was introduced.
This model has the advantage over the simple GARCH model that it is par-
ticularly good at estimating tail distributions. This is of major importance,
since it was found that the returns in the extreme sample were both disperse
and unevenly distributed, while at the same time being asymmetrically dis-
tributed.
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By introducing the conditional POT, it was possible to lower the failure
rate from 15.30% for VaR− and 9.47% for VaR+ to 0.55% and 0.18% respec-
tively. Even though these failure rates are somewhat conservative, both are
accepted on a 99% confidence level.

One of the shortcomings of the POT model, is that large observations
could have a large impact on the GPD, especially when the sample space is
small. In general, it should be noted that the accuracy of the GPD increases
with the number of observations. This could very well be one reason for the
relatively low observed failure rates.

A general shortcoming of models built to estimate future risk is, that
they are backwards looking. Thereby they assume historical events to fully
describe the future, but offer no explanation when this assumption breaks
down.

Related to this is the issue of knowing when to use either the GARCH or
the POT model. By definition, it is not possible to foresee which market we
will be facing tomorrow. However, there are various instruments which can
be used as indicators.

Because of the difficulties in foreseeing extreme markets, it is recom-
mended to use both the normal model (GARCH) and the extreme model
(POT) in normal markets. On the other hand, it is only necessary to apply
the extreme model in an extreme market. This is because it is relatively easier
to predict, when markets turn from extreme to normal than vise versa. In-
dications of this are lower implied volatility and spreads, as well as a general
lower term structure.
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